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A0  model equation intercept coefficient
BN matrix quantity
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F F statistic
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MULTIPLE REGRESSION TECHNIQUE FOR Pth DEGREE POLYNOMIALS
WITH AND WITHOUT LINEAR CROSS PRODUCTS
I. INTRODUCTION
The investigation of physical processes and requirements for data analysis methods
frequently requires the use of mathematical models which describe the processes. The
model can be formulated such that certain variables interact according to physical
theories associated with the particular process, or it may contain identified independent
variables and unknown parameters. The relationship of the parameters identified in the
model can be evaluated using the statistical tool commonly referred to as regression
analysis. In principle, it should be possible to establish complex curves or surfaces for
higher order multiple variable functions by regression techniques to summarize trends in
data and to provide a means of predicting similar phenomena. Furthermore, such a
technique might be used to establish unknown laws or relationships.
Most statistical textbooks treat the problem of linear multiple variable regression
and of nonlinear regression of one independent variable. However, the study of many
complex physical problems requires a method capable of determining nonlinear regression
of multiple independent variables. By this means, an analytical representation of the
observed data is provided which can be used in subsequent analysis.
The general procedure in regression analysis is to take partial derivatives of a
specific model-dependent minimizing function. The set of equations obtained by setting
these partial derivatives equal to zero is frequently referred to as the normal equations.
If the normal equations are not transcendental in any of the unknown parameters, they
can be solved by the usual algebraic methods. It is this situation which is of concern
here.
Within this report a method is presented for evaluating multiple variable regression
for Pth degree polynomials with and without linear cross products. Implementation of
the technique, including error diagnostics has been accomplished on the UNIVAC 1108
computer. Program listings and illustrative example problems are given in the appendices.
The method developed is used in problems requiring the determination of
mathematical relationships describing complex curves or surfaces from known physical
data. Initial applications of this technique have concerned the external aerodynamics of
aircraft and space vehicles and the internal aerodynamics of transonic wind tunnels and
have produced excellent results. Applications in almost any other field of study should be
expected to be equally as useful.
II. MULTIPLE REGRESSION TECHNIQUE WITHOUT CROSS PRODUCTS
A. Introduction
The derivation of a matrix solution for evaluating multiple variable regression for
Pth degree polynomials without cross products is presented in Reference 1. In this
section this solution is discussed for the general case where the polynomial expression can
be of Pth degree with N independent variables. The mathematical procedures represent a
rigorous least squares evolution of input data centered about the mean.
B. Regression Analysis Development
Assuming the observed dependent variable is to be estimated by the following
model:
Y.c = A +(b Z + b Z2 +. +b Zli
P
1 0 1 1  1  12 li lp li
+ (b Z +b Z2 + + b Z P
+(b 2 1 2i +b 2 2 Zi .+ b 2 PZ 2 i )
+ ... +(bN1 ZNi bN 2 Z i + ... + bN ZNiP  ) (1)
where i = 1, 2, ... , nth set of data, and the intercept A 0 = bl0 + b20 + ... + bN0
For any given independent variable ZN , the mean value is given by
- ZNi
ZN - (2)
If the input data are centered about the mean the model equation (1) becomes
c
Y.C = b +(bll Zll +b 12 +Z..2i . +b lP z1P )
+ (b 2 1 z 2 1i + b 2 2 z 2 2 i + ... + b2 P Z2Pi ) (3)
2
+ ... + (bN1 z Nli + bN 2 ZN 2i + ... + bNP zNPi) (3)
(Concluded)
Where, for convenience, the following quantities, which are indicated in equation (3), are
defined by
-P
b = (b 10 +bl Z1 + b 12 2 1 2 +...+bl P  )
+ (b2 0 + b 2 1 2 + b22 2' + +2P 2
+ ... + (bN0 + bN1 ZN + bN2 ZN + ... + bNP NP )  (4)
Zlli = Zli-ZI  1i 1
2 -2
= Z-z
12i = Z 1
P  P
z = Z -IPi Ili 1
z2 1i = Z2i -Z2
2 2
Z2 2i 2i- Z2
(5)
zp i = Z2i P
- Z 2P
2Pi 2i 2
ZNli = ZNi 
-ZN
2 2ZN2i ZNi- N
zNpi = ZNiP-
Z NPZNPi z Ni N
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The classical form of the least squares minimizing function is
M= (Yi - Yic) 2  (6)
This result follows from the least squares principle that the best representation of the
input data is that which makes the sum of the squares of the residuals a minimum. The
condition which fulfills this requirement is that the partial derivatives of this function
with respect to each of the unknowns be zero. Hence, the following normal equations





ab ab ab11 21 Nl
- 00 M - 0 (7)
a 1 2  ab22 abN2
aM aM aMb O =0 =0
ablP ab 2 P abNP
Through the use of the normal equation 
- 0 it can be shown that
0
Y.
b 0 = Y (8)m
The following quantity is now defined for the difference in the observed value
of Yi and the mean value of the observed values:
yi = Y i - Y (9)
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Then, through the use of the remaining normal equations, the following matrix
solution for the unknown constant of the independent variables is obtained.
-1
B1 S11 S12 " " S1N Sly
B2  = S21 S22... S2 N S2y (10)
BN SN SN 2  SNN Sny
[[NPx l] [NPxNP] [NPxl]
where the following matrix quantities are given by:
11
B 1 = b 1 2
b iP
21






~Z2 1 zi ii ZzII ij 2 i zz 1 li zipi
Zl 2i Zjl. Z Z 2 i Z2i .. l 2i zjPi
Sj for j = 1, 2, ..., N
zlPi zli Z zlPi zj2i ... zlPi ZjPi
z2 1i ZliZj z21i zj 2 i  .z 2 1i ZjPi
z22i zili z22i zj 2 i . z2 2i ZjPi
S2j for j= 1, 2,..., N
LZ2Pi Zjli Zz2 P i j2i Z2Pi Zjpi
z Nli Zi 2 .Nli zj i zNli Zp
zN2i Zi ZzN2i zj2i . Z. N2i ZjPi
SNj for j = 1, 2,...,N










EZ 2 Pi Yi
E ZNli Yi
EZN 2 i Yi
SNy
zNPi Y
Having determined the matrix solution indicated by equation (10), the intercept
A of the fitted model expression may be determined as:
o
-P P
A = Y 7-(bllZl +b1l 2  +'. +blP Z )-(b21 2+b22Z22
+ b 2 )z 2 -  - (bN1 ZN + bN2 ZN +. .. + bNPZN ) (14)
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C. Discussion
As noted by Graybill [2], there are an infinite number of solutions to the model
relationship. However, only one solution must be found to have a useful result. Also note
that the solution presented to the higher order multiple regression problem is a function
of parameters such as the sum of the squares, cross products, and linear values similar to
previously developed solutions for linear regression. In this case, one finds a more
complex result with nested matrices, which becomes practical only in combination with
digital computer techniques.
As discussed in Appendix A, a computer program has been developed to evaluate
the unknown constants in the model equation with the solution specified by equation
(10), as well as certain diagnostics reflecting the significance of the estimated regression
equation which will be considered in Section IV.
It is required in the application of this technique that the S matrix be nonsingular
and that the input data are reasonably well behaved. It is also required that n - NP.
That is, the number of data points n must be equal to or greater than the number of
unknown parameters in the model equation.
Many sets of physical data have been studied using the previously mentioned
computer program. Results have generally been excellent and it is felt that the technique
can be highly useful in many fields of endeavor.
III. MULTIPLE REGRESSION TECHNIQUE WITH CROSS PRODUCTS
A. Introduction
The regression technique developed in Section II for Pth degree polynomials with
N independent variables has proven to be extremely useful in correlating experimental
wind tunnel data and aiding subsequent analysis. However, in certain applications the
inclusion of cross products for the various independent variables can enhance the value of
the technique. Such a case occurs when it is desired to optimize the dependent variable
of the fitted mathematical expression with respect to the various independent variables.
In such a case the determination of maximum and minimum values by solving for the
critical points through the use of the necessary and sufficient conditions (that the first
and second partial derivation of the response variable with respect to each of the
independent variables be identically equal to zero) can only be determined when cross
products are included in the model equation; otherwise the effect of all other
independent variables is lost when the partial derivative with respect to a given
independent variable is evaluated.
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To deal with this and other similar problems, a method is developed in this
section which treats all combinations of linear cross products for each of the N
independent variables as well as the polynomial terms previously discussed in Section II.
Higher order cross product terms could, in principle, be treated, although such a
development is beyond the scope of the present work. The method for fitting
polynomials with linear cross products is presented without formal derivation. However,
the development is similar to that shown in Reference 1.
B. Regression Analysis Development with Linear Cross Products
Consider the following model:
Y. = A +(b Z +b Z2 +...+b ZliP )1 0  11 li 12 Ii IP b l i
2  iP
+ (b Z .+b Z2 +. +b Z )21 2i 22 2i 2P 2i
2 Zi P
+...+(bNl ZNi +bN2 ZNi ...+ bNPZNi
+ (C12 Zli Z2i + c13 Zli Z3i +... + CIN Zli ZNi
+ (C2 3 Z2 1 Z3i + C2 4 Z2i Z4i +... + C2 N Z2i ZNi)
+...+ (CN-I,N Z(N-1)i ZNi) (15)
where i= 1, 2, ... , nth set of data, and the intercept A 0 =b 10 +b 20 + ... +bn . This
model represents a polynomial expression of Pth degree with N independent variables and
contains all combinations of linear cross products for each of the N independent
variables.
If equal quantities are added and subtracted in equation (15), namely, those of
-P
the form bNpZN and CjiZjZ i, (where j = 1, 2, ..., N-1) it can be shown that the model
equation is equivalent to:
9
yc = K .+B .+K .+B +...+K .+B (16)
S= Kli i + K2i + B2i + KNi BNi
where
Ii 10 11 1 12 1 IP 1 12 IZ2 C13 Z1Z3+' C1NZIZN
Kli = bl +bllZ +bl2Z+...+blPZ +C2Z2+C3Z +..+CNZ-N
K2i b20 b21 Z2 + b22 Z2 + b2PZ2 +C23 2Z3 +C24 Z2Z4 + +C2N Z2ZN
S -2 
- P
KNi = bNO +bN ZN + bN 2 N +. + bNPZN +CN-1,NZN-IZ N
(17)
+ + +
Bli = bll li +b 1 2 z 2i.+...+blp zPi + C12 2i + C1 Z 3i+...+C1N ZiNi
+ + +
B2i = b2 1 z21i + b2 2 z2 2i +... + b2 P z2P i +C2 3 z 23 i +C 24 z 24 i +.. +C2N Z2Ni
+
BNi = bN1 zNli + bN2 ZN2i +...+ bNP NP +CN-1,N N-1,Ni (18)
The jth mean value terms in equation (18) are given by
j n
Z ZN ZiZn (20)





z = Zli - zIPi li 1
z2 1i = Z2i- Z2
2 -2




ZNli = ZNi- ZN
2 2




z+  = Z -z z
12i 1i 2i 1 2
Z i =Z Zi - Z1Z 313i 1i 31 1 3 (22)(22)
z+ = Z Z - ZZINi = lZNi- 1 N
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z+ =Z Z - Z Z23i 21 31 2 3
z+3i = Z - ZZ24i = Z2i 4i 24
+ (22)
2Ni 2i Ni - Z2ZN (Concluded)
Z+  Z Z -Z ZN-1,Ni N- ,i Ni N-1 N
Regrouping equation (2) the following is obtained
YiC = b0 +Bli+B 2 +... BNi (23)
where
b0 = Kli + K2i + ... + KNi (24)
Through the use of the normal equations resulting from the least squares
minimizing function it is found that
SYib0 = Y - (25)
The difference in the observed value and the mean value of the observed values of
the dependent variable is again denoted by:
Yi = Yi - Y  (26)
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Then the following matrix .solution for the unknown constants of the model
equation can be obtained through the use of the normal equations:
-l. . .. .-1 - -3
B1 S11 S12 S1N S1Y
B2  = S22 2N S2Y (27)
BN SN1 SN2 . . SNN SNY
[Mxl] [MxM] [Mxl]
where
M = NP + N!/2(N-2)! (28)

















tzl lizlli ZllizlPi Lzlli Zl2i ... ZllizlNi+
zlPilli zlPii 1 1 i zlPi Z2i ... zlPizlNi
S1 Z 2i + + + + + + +
z12i Zli Z 1 2i zlP i  zl2i Z2i ... zl2i ZlN i
z+  + ++ + ++
zlNi zl li ... ZlNi zlPi ZlNi Z12i .. zNi zlNi
z21i zl li . Z21i zlPi Z21i z-2i z21i z+ Ni
Z Z i Z i i ... Z P 1 Ni. . Z Ni +
S21 = z2Pizlli Z Zz2Pi Z1Pi ZZ2Pi Z' 2 i " Z2Pi ZINi (30)
z2Nizlli . z2NizlPi z2NiZ12i ... z2Ni ZlNi
zNlizlli . . zNli zlPi zNli Z12i . . . zNli zlNi
N1 = zNPi z li .. . ZzNp z Pi EzNPi zl2i Z ZNPi z Ni
+ + + + +
ZN-1,NiZlli ... ZZN-1,NiZ1Pi ZZN-1,Nizl2i ... ZN-1,Ni ZNi
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Z lliZ 2 1i  ... zlliZ2Pi ZlliZ 23i ... ZlliZ2Ni
ZPiz21  i ... zIPiz 2 Pi zlPi Z2 3 i ... 1 ZlPi Z2Ni
S1 2  + + + + + +
zl2iz 2 1i ... zl2izlPi z2iz23i ... Z12i Z2Ni
ZINi Z23  .. z i Z2Ni
z21i z2 1  3Z 2 1 iz2Pi 3Z 2 1 z2 3 i . Z21i4 Ni
22+ + + + + +
z 2 3  .z 2 . z 23 i z2  z 2 3 iz 2 3 i ... Z2 3 i z2Ni
3ZNi z2i ... z lNi Z2 Pi 3 Z2Ni z 3i ... zlNi z2 i
z21iz21i ... z21iz Pi zz21iz 2 i .. z21i Z2Ni
(30)
NZ2PiZ21i .. 3Z2Piz2Pi z2P2Pi Z2 3 i ... NPz2(Continued)
S22 .
+ + + + + +
23i 21i . , 23i Z2Pi C 23 23i . z23 z
+ + + + + +
Z2Ni z21i . Z2Ni Z2Pi C Z2Ni z23i . z2Ni z2Ni
ZN...iZ23i ZN~ Z2N i
+ + + +
zN- 1,Ni21i ... zN-1,Ni Z2Pi  zN-1,Ni23i ... zN-1,Ni2N i
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ZlliNli ... ZllizNPi Zl liZN-1,Ni.
ZzlPiZN1i ... zlPiZNPi ZzlPiZN-1,Ni
S1N = + + + +
Z12i ZNli .. Zl2i zNPi zI2i ZN-I,Ni
+ + + +
ZlNi ZNli .. ZlNi ZNPi ZINiZN-1,Ni
Z 2 1 ZNli Z z2 1 ZNPi Zz 2 1iZN-1,Ni
Z2Pi ZNli Z2Pi ZNPi N-1,Ni (30)
S • Z2 Pi ZN-1,Ni (Concluded)
S2N
+ + + +
Z2 3 i ZNli z2 3 i zNPi 2 3i ZN-1,Ni
+ + Zi+ +
Z2Ni ZNli ... Z2Ni ZNPi z2Ni zN-Ni
ZNli zNli . . ZNli zNPi z N1i ZN-1,Ni
SNN = zNPi ZN1i .. L zNPi zNPi ZNPi zN-1,Ni
+ + + +












SNy = zNPi Yi
ZN-1,Ni i
Once the matrix solution given by equation (27) has been determined the
intercept A0 of the fitted model expression may be calculated as
17
A 0 = Y-(bllZ+bl2Z +...+blPZ 1 +c2ZZ2+cI3Z1 3 +...+cl N Z Z N )
-...- (bN+ bN 2 Z N +... +bNPZN +CN-,NZNZN) (32)
C. Comments
The solution developed for evaluating multiple variable regression for Pth degree
polynomials with linear cross products is similar to that developed in Section II for the
case without cross products. However, in this case, the nested matrices contain additional
N!
terms to account for the cross products and hence it is required that n = NP +
2(N-2)!
which again indicates that the number of data points n must be equal to or greater than
the number of unknown parameters in the model equation.
As discussed in Appendix B, a computer program has been developed to treat this
case. It should be noted that while contrived problems have yielded excellent results,
experience with several sets of physical data have generally yielded poorer results. This is
evidently due to the larger matrices being manipulated and due to unknowns as to
whether true linear cross coupling exists in the given physical process.
IV. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE ESTIMATED REGRESSION EQUATIONS
A. Introduction
To determine if the fitted regression equation obtained from the solution matrix
is indeed a useful representation of the input data, it is desirable that certain diagnostics
be evaluated. To this end the computer programs discussed in Appendix A and Appendix
B determine the standard deviation of the observed data with respect to the fitted
equation, the multiple correlation coefficient, and the F statistic as well as the average error
and the maximum error of the observed data with respect to the fitted result.
Using these parameters, it is possible to assess the usefulness of the fitted expression
for each given application.
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B. Analysis of Variance
The significance of the estimated regression equation can be considered from the
viewpoint of an analysis of variance as summarized in Table 1, where the total 
sum of
squares is resolved into a component measuring the residual fitting error, 
and a
component which measures the regression variation being tested.
TABLE 1. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE (WITH AND WITHOUT CROSS PRODUCTS)
A. Analysis of Variance (without Cross Products)
Degrees of Type Sum of Squares Mean Square F
Freedom Variation (SS) (MS) Value
n-i Total Sy = (Yi- y)2
cS(RES)
NP-1 Residual S(RES) = (Yi- Yi c)2  M(RES) =NP-
S(REG) M(REG)
n-NP Regression S(REG) = (yi
c 
- )2  M(REG) - n-NP S)
(I=n-NP M(RES)
B. Analysis of Variance (with Cross Products)
Degrees of Type Sum of Squares Mean Square F
Freedom Variation (SS) (MS) Value
Total Sy =  (Yi- Y)2
S(REG)




n-k Regression S(REG) 
=  (yi c _ y) 2  M(REG) ) S)
1J n-k M(RES)
where MS = SS/degrees of freedom
S = S(RES) + S(REG)
Y = average of observed values
k = NP + (N-1)+ (N-2) + .. .+ 1
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C. Interpretation Diagnostics
As noted by Smille [3], the results of such an analysis of variance can be used to
test the combined effect of all of the independent variables on the dependent variable.
That is, the hypothesis that all of the population regression coefficients in the model
regression equation are zero can be tested since the ratios of the regression mean square
to the residual mean square are distributed in an F distribution as shown below:
S(REG)/Regression degrees of freedom
S(RES)/Residual degrees of freedom (33)
where it is assumed that the observations are selected at random- from a normally
distributed population with zero mean and constant variance, that Z 1 , Z2 , ... ZN are
independent variables following X2 distributions, and that only random errors are
associated with the observations.
The F ratio calculated from equation (33) can be used to test the statistical
significance of the regression equation under consideration by comparing it with the
appropriate FTABLE value at the desired probability level with the specified numerator
and denominator degrees of freedom; that is, the following test of the null hypothesis
may be performed:
H0  : bl 0 = b 1 2 = ... bNP = 0
accept when Fc > FTABL E  (34)
reject when F < F
c TABLE
D. Output Data
The desired coefficients of the model equation are outputted in E notation
where A. is the computed intercept of the fitted polynomial expression and the B
coefficients are printed out in ascending order of degree with the first P coefficients
indicating b coefficients of the first independent variable, the second set of P coefficients
indicating the b coefficient of the second independent variable, etc.
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Also included in the output data are the number of independent variables N, the
degree of the model equation P, and the number of input data points (sets) n. Further,
the significance of the estimated regression equation is indicated by the standard
deviation, the multiple correlation coefficient, the F ratio, the maximum percent error,
and the average percent error.
The values of the dependent variable are also shown for the input data and for
the computed values obtained from the fitted expression for each set of data input, as
well as the residual difference in the input values and the computed values.
When called for, plotted results can also be obtained which compare the input
and computed dependent variables as ordinates to the point interval along the abscissa
(which is normally one of the physical independent variables, but which can be a unit
indication of each data set in order of input to program). All computed points are
connected by straight lines and are plotted with * symbols. The input points are plotted
with + symbols and the points are not connected with lines.
Another useful parameter in testing the significance of the regression equation is
the standard deviation which is estimated by:
S(Y - Y ic2 S(RES)
Regression degrees of freedom - 1 Regression degrees of freedom - 1
(35)
This result stems from the work of Junkin [4].
Earlier, the analysis of variance technique was used to test the combined effect of
the independent variables on the dependent variable using the F statistic. A closely
related statistic is the multiple correlation coefficient. R. Smille [3] defines this statistic
as the simple correlation coefficient between the observed values of the dependent
variable and those estimated by the multiple regression function as given by:
R = S(REG) (36)SyyYY
If the observed and estimated values are completely unrelated, R will be zero and, if they
are identical the multiple correlation coefficient will be unity. Values in between these
limits represent different degrees of correlation or the closeness within which the
regression equation describes the original data.
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Also of interest is the average of the absolute values of the percent error of the
dependent variable, considering each fitted observation:
Y. - Y.C
el _1 1 1 X 100AVG n Y.
During this calculation the maximum absolute error condition can be determined for
evaluation purposes.
V. SUMMARY
A powerful multiple regression technique for Pth degree polynomials with and
without linear cross products has been developed with which the nonlinear behavior of
identified independent variables can be related to a given dependent variable. The
polynomial expression can be of the Pth degree and can incorporate N independent
variables. The resulting surface fit can be used to summarize trends for a given phenomenon
and the analytic results provide a mathematical basis for subsequent analysis.
It is required in the application of this technique that the S matrix be nonsingular
and that the input data are reasonably well behaved. It is also required that the number
of data points being fitted be equal to or greater than the number of unknown
parameters in the model equation.
Two computer programs have been developed to implement this technique for the
cases with and without linear cross products. These programs perform matrix operations
in double precision and evaluate the various unknown constants in the model regression
equation as well as the standard deviation, the multiple regression coefficient, the F
statistic, the maximum absolute percent error, and the average of the absolute values of
the percent error. Further included in these programs is the solution for the identity
matrix to identify any problems in the original matrix inversion process and a means of
obtaining machine plots, comparing the computer results to each set of input data.
Studies of many sets of physical data using the technique without cross products
have generally yielded excellent results. However, much less experience has been obtained
using the program with cross products, although test programs have shown very good
correlation. It is, therefore, felt that the technique developed herein can be highly useful
to many fields of endeavor.
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APPENDIX A
MULTIPLE REGRESSION PROGRAM FOR CASE WITHOUT CROSS PRODUCTS
A. Input Data
The regression subroutine is called with the following statement:
CALL REGRES(Z,YO,LN,N,IP)
where:
Z is a two-dimensional array containing the independent variables used. The first
subscript denotes the independent variable and the second subscript denotes the
data set.
YO is an array containing the dependent variables which correspond to the
independent variables.
LN is the number of data sets.
N is the number of independent variables used.
IP is the degree of the polynomial curve fit.
These arguments must be assigned a value in a driver program.
The regression subroutine incorporates several special routines: RDWT, IOWR,
INVRT, and DMATML.
RDWT is a general FORTRAN I/O package which is capable of reading and/or
writing on magnetic tape or drum in FORTRAN or non-FORTRAN format.
IOWR is an assembly language I/O routine called by RDWT.
INVRT is a double precision matrix inversion and simultaneous equation solver.




A is the input matrix for inversion or augmented matrix for simultaneous
equations.
N is the order of the coefficient matrix.
M=0 for inversion only; otherwise, M is the number of constant vectors.
DETER is the determinant of the coefficient matrix.
DMATML is a double precision matrix multiplication routine with transpose
options. The call to this routine is:
CALL DMATML(C,A,B,M,N,K)
where:
C is the product of matrix A times matrix B,
A is the first input matrix,
B is the second input matrix,
M is the number of rows of A,
N is the number of rows of B, and
K is the number of columns of B.
Certain variables have dimension changes that vary depending on the number of
data points (LN), the number of independent variables (N), and the degree of the
polynomial curve fit (IP). These will be dimensioned as follows:
DSN(NIP2), DSHAT(NIP,1), DB(NIP,1), Y(LN), RESID(LN), Z(N,LN),
SHAT(NIP,NIP), ZBAR(N,IP), YO(LN), BZ(LN), B(N,IP), SVHAT(NIP,1),
SH(NIP,NIP), XX(LN), PMAX(LN)
where:
LN,N,IP are as defined above and NIP is computed as: NIP = N*IP; NIP2 is NIP
raised to the second Dower.
SMALLZ, SMALZ1, and SMALZ2 should be dimensioned greater than the
number of data points and the dimension is set in a PARAMETER statement; for
example:
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PARAMETER IDIM = 100
B. Program
In order to run this program on the UNIVAC 1108, the deck is set up as follows:
@RUN,//T JBNAME,320590,VDARBYBIN406, 01, 100
@ASG,T 10,F/1/POS/2
@FOR,IS MAIN, MAIN
















as illustrated in Figure 1.
A complete program listing for the case without cross products is shown in Table
2 and a flow chart indicating the operation of this computer program is indicated in
Figure 2.
C. Output Data
The desired coefficients of the model equation are outputted in E notation where
AO is the computed intercept of the fitted polynomial expression and the B coefficients
are printed out in ascending order of degree (P) with the first P coefficients indicating
the b coefficients of the first independent variable, the second set of P coefficients















Figure 1. Program deck sequence.
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TABLE 2. PROGRAM LISTING (WITHOUT CROSS PRODUCTS)
.v ..... VV. 1). . DOuD I)D . AAAAAAAAAAAAA . RRRRRNRR -- . BBBIABBbB .- --- Y.-----.-..--------
vV VV 0000 0 0D00 AAAAAAAAAA RKRRHkRRRR BBd8BBb6BRB YyY YYY
vV vV 00 D0 AA A RR RR 88 B E yyy - - y Y
vV VV U UD0 AA AA RR HR BB bB YyV yyy
Vv vV 00) u A AA R6 R R BS BB YYYYY
Vq VV 00D D AAAAAAAAAAAA RRRRHRt(RR B ddBBbLUB YYYy
vv vv 00 0 1) AAAAAAAAAAAA RNKRn(RRK BBddtaBBO-b - -- YY
V V Av )l U0) AA AA RR nR BB BB YY
S VVV O0 011) AA AA .R RR t l di yY "
V VV J OU AA AA R i HR 88 B YY
S vi 0O00)1) DD1 DD) AA AA k ( R 681b6 8
8  
YY ..
'V J0001D 0 J1D AA AA RR R i8b 886ubB YY
o[d{d BLlo I i II NN NN 49 94 000 666666
duBHuoB dbbu IIIIII tN; SIN 44 94 00000b00 6666666666
S H I I NNNN NN 9 44 00G0 COO 666 66
dUi d3 II NN 4 N '9 49 CO 000 66
U Bad i N iN lr iN 94 94 CO U0 66
- 1-udUiU !U... - .. i N NrN N N 4 9400 4 , 00 -.. 66 6666666...
,Jdrid~JU , N NN N 4 44q44440q 0 0O 6b66666666
a )) II NN NN 99 00 00 66 66
99 I N f h%'N 19 000 00 66 66
ou 8p I1 NN NNNN 4 coc 000o 60 66
rti J .066U 1 1 II1 a N h NNN 9A 00oCCo00 666666666
.4ai i3t,! w A t3o N-N N - 000CCO 666666 -
, O 11 11 V99999 777777777777 33333
CU~00003 II1 III 9999999999 777777777777 333333333
0 LJO 1111 1111 99 99 777 333 333
U 0 C0 LI I 99 99 777 33 33
0 .30 Ii 11 99 99 777 33
0o 00 11 11 99999999,9'9 777 333
ub 03 I II 9999999 99 777 333
uO 30 I I I I 99 777 33
0 30 II I 1i 99 777 33 33
SU.1 3 11 11 99 99 777 333 333
- u 0 j I I 111 - 111 1I I - 9999'9999 -----777 --- -- 3333333333----
-JC 0 111111 111111 99999 777 333333
01 49 94 OCOL 666666 222222 777777777777
,0)03J 41 944 00cCuGG 6666666666 2222222222 777777777777
*,00 00 q99 CCU -JCC 666 66 222 222 777
u.7'. , 44 44 0)0 00 6e e 22 22 -------- 777-----
9 3 9 9 ', CC 00 66 22 777
,o 4 9'' '1999'1',' .4 00 J0 66 6666666 222 777
01 00 4999fq4994 9 00 0O0 666066e6666 222 777
uC 0. 44 0U L0 be 06 222 777
uO 0 z 9 CCU 7C 60 66 222 777
C 2 O 9 L 0u 0 0L, C 66 n6 222 ------- 7 777
G tj; 9 L00 U 6666666660 22222222222 777
Q '4 900U ,66666 222Z22222222 777
f-Ut IN /. .. I N 1C 3 Z UV DA8 H Y I r .44 s I 1 C j
TABLE 2. (Continued)
00
, REMOVE AT CAniDJ kEAULR Jl1-18-73 CLOCK NU. 0093
FO I S tl A , t AiN
H'o ':1009- 1 /1i - j 5/ I- -( ) .
HAIN PiOGRAM
5TURAGt USLU; COuAl ) 0 0U21; DATAO0) 00101 ; BLANK CQIIMON(2) 000000
EXTEKiNAL REFRENCES (BLUCK, NAME)
C56OU3 , kRY.S
oGCUq i N III
0 "0 6 J-3TOPS
STU ,GL ALSSIu'mNT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
OJU30 1 3j0j ~2 I' C-U I 000C5 - LN 0000 1 .OGCI N -.- .000O0 .. 000055 NAMI..--.-0000 R-.-00003 6 --Y0
0300 H 0 3 0.). J Z
CU01 i DIMEr:S I On Zi(3,lC) YOII ) . .
103 2NA EL IST/NA / I Z YOLN , N I P
Ci:109 J REA C(5, N AMI)
C0 107 'l* CALL E(GRrSIZ.YO,LN,N IP)l
C I 1 b, STOP
Si- 1 0!I ENO




SUbROUTINE REGHSR ENTRY POINT C01240
STu AGE USLU CouEII) .Q01310I DATA(C) 001662; BLANK.COOH0N(2) 000000 .
EXITENAL RLFLRENLES (BLOCK, nAME)
0003 'D ;T
0,406 :WiA r ,L
0007 CUI KL
0 13 h lAF'S
0.1I' 5o4T
SlokAG L A551 NMLtdT ILOCK, TYPE. RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
COcU 0G0151 10CCF LCO C C147C 10000F c000 I 0151 1OC03F 0000 
001552 10021F 0001 000075 1
3 7
G
o0uil £c0/6 142(, LGOuI Cc10 6 l0G OCCO C001531 1500F 0001 00011 1SO - 0001- 000113 160G
i01 ,000123 1 66 CO01 IC127 173G C001 0C0144 2060 
0001 000146 2116 0001 000C50 214G
-.OuO clb5z2 22k2F 001 o CC21
5 
2270 - 001 0021
7 
2320 CO 01 000222 235G--- 0000-- 0017
6 
294F----
0cul £GC0&4 25,G (COG CC126 2500F COGO 001537 25ZF CI00 00o274 2536 0001 01r320 2610
O 0U U0oJ '46 64'G r:.ul 0035 2716 0001 000422 314G OUO C00U23 3176 0001 000451 3306
Cul C.47C0 Jq)G L2 l LCSC 343(0 COol 000532 350G 0001 000567 3646 0001 000570 367G
Ouul CCUolo 377G LOCl cr611 4206 COO) 000C63
3 
4146 c-oo 000635 7 OuO) 000637 4226 -
LLul 0C6 7 4,316 Ll001 C72 4'40 G 0001 00 4 '6G 0001 O01O0 S03G 000 001101 505G
0Cl1 CLIl
5 
b L - - Cut CC112 7 5216 -0001 0011O 5 E36G 0001 001167 5460-- 0000 R 001331 ADAN--
CUA i ( C0o0 6 ArmX 1000 H CQl6"
b 
AG CPCC H 0 0 H 6 0000 H 000632. 62 0000 000264 Do
PLuo 0 uOO.JCb TER U 00 00CL'- 0 2 D5MAT COCO U 01.000 USN 0000 00137
1 
FLDX - 0000 R 001405 FLDO





IN C6CO 1I1611 INJPS 0000 1 001454 IR 0000 L 001444 IHOI 0000 1 001442 ISECT
02UO 1 I LC140 INIT 0001 I C0151 12 CO0 I 014j30 000 1 001431 K 0000 I 001497 L
- c 1 0014I1 LI ICO I 001562 Ll 0000 I C001L3 L2 0000 I 001453 M 0000 I 00127--P----
ruuC I jCI 4' 0 i CCCG I l:144i1 ISECT 0000 I O0)122 NWo0 0000 H 001465 PERAVG 0000 R 001467 PERMAX
t0 k C0jUjb7 PriAX CCu k C C.322 RESI 0000 R 001H57 RHAT 0000 H 001434 RHN UO0 R 001176 5n
'4L U 8 C0V  0 t ><T 00JC0 R CGC334 SMALLZ COCC N C0066
6 
SMALZI 0000 R 001032 SMALL2 OUO R 001435 SREG
0._. t< 0013
7 
5MES CC0c R 00156 STAUEV 0CCO N 0CL144 buM 0000 k 000655 SVHAT - 0000 R 00136 SYy
CA00 ~n 01'43 AL CCuO x 0C012' Xi CCO0 k CI31I
7 
x 00C00 A 000310 Y 0000 R 001925 Yb
S ub o001
2 
YoARC -- 0000 m r(133 YBARU - CC00C R 001426 Yt - - 0000 ft 001621 ZBA. --.-. - --- --
Oll0 I 1. SUBROUTINL NEGNESIZIYO,LNSIN PI
C:~L ... .2 .Q C-..... - HIS 5UdROUT)l E 15 DESIGNED TO DETERMINE SPECIFIED MODEL .... ---- ---- ------ -- -
\O*
N' 1 '4 CSZ 00 .r 9Z.';
d 1I~ IC £7700S? , M
NrIr as'7 00 .'.- 9 1 1 1
N~~=li 97700.'111.0
wN-- JO- 40 o 3wnsS( 344O ((0 s3ni90 Z IIVWS- 3,40 3, I wH.31 00 --- .. *
0-0-S?S s'( 40 Z0 1
.14 -C7o0
5-n ol. f4, Z b7l! '
0 -I= r (toiA 1) P z i
C0 .1=11 ZO 8 r Z1 ., SL I C
3-1.( 1) I vIAS IrZI C1 0 1 1 3
o -o -I j 4- -'11ips971 r ! 9 11-3
wj di.r .1 ,z 9£Z1 0 .1'r L5 -1 00
d10 I ot 91c 00.11 1 0
3.0.f >VTOWiS Fret .7r z q to.
wI0I'I.1d 5110 GO*I C Lf, I' --
-0.0.lr-I(i107a 4.17! .2c bb IC 3
d1.i=r h4, 00 *A7 t+,yoo
-(('.1 4,101 00 Q07 -- 1
d I -i -d IN .17 C; t11)
N- --03 O -91'1 1'. -1, Z' (7 1 '1
0*,'0 17 £7L0I
W 101 S (1' .07 5 7100
(A(096i 3 1 -1100 -61 17z1Ill:
0liH9'-Ado) H9' 3N0w9/(C'I'I I kvfo) V 1 '0 -? L /102
SIVA83INI iNIOd -~/c~ -, 01-------. :I ;
-- -------- 
3nl0A A ((7//A0lA %9190 .I. c I
(Ouollono N 01 S 30'10 .1' 1 10
I2 ::)Xod N(OTST~jt:! .7 1 1 11 -1
(eTA((109 NlTSJ3AI .1! 11.
(0lXXU.AIWS No I r4 ,1W I ------ ----.01 0IJ
(I 101 (7011 S N (101 JI 171 ((S. A~ 901 "D __ --- ----- -I'Al1JVAS(££Cl10TlZC'-CI 
C)1££l, 4oZ.;? 91D
H___ '3__ ((30NOI'184(( 1 "0Gf)00 .0 ~-Sfil 1:
6 ) an 1 (6 ) ((~sGc-tI a i sa liIIs 1 .,14, 100 .0Ino ,0uo
S~lNNHO- OIs3('~a'OOWo Sd010WMd C .1 10
(ponuiluoD) -Z g'lIVL C
TABLE 2. (Continued)
C0237 sq. 2'45 5MALLZ(K)=ZII,K)**J-Z8ARCI,J)
0. -1 ____--CLL_____II.IUIT_ SC MALNOO.I R
C.:)212 bi1 25U ISECT-ISEcT*NSECT
-o42 62*- k -
C3242 0j. c CCMPUTE SHAT MATRICES FOR USE IN THE LEAST SQUA'RES SOLUTION
C0242 6 1f* C OF FINDING THE b5S.
c-.z4 6U c__________
--014 C ----------------.
00!24 5 67- *1 TCA.(j
0;2 4 6 611 Alt- -CVL.I
ot z1 61i DO 456 IK-1'N
O0j?52 70 00 400 L1I,IP
00255 71. ISECr-IK11R)*1P1tSECT*(LI)NSECT6I
CCS - 7*--- CAI'- lDRlPR 42 , IUN IT , ISECT ,SHALZ I, NWDS,1 ERR) I _
CC)2S7 73. IROA=IROA=1
00260 /q. 00 3SO 3.3,5
C2 &3 75- DC 35-2 (.1,1IP
C032,6 7 * I5CCT(J-lllP.NEcylK-l)NSECT.1
C..267 77- CALL 1O..1 .U2(, IUNIT' ISECT.SMALL2,NV US, TEAR)
On 73 It, n- o 31U I * 1 LN-
Q3 _;3 79- 30Uj S5IRCDMAIRRO.,OL=SATICUIC,SL)IALZI~iI*sRALZZ(J)
C 3:2 75 . I 3 1 c CI4TTI'!IU t
0' 27 7 8 2 lIF CLL.EW.N.1p) ICOL-O
C.,301 03. 351 ICUL.ICUL'I
Q C3 0 1 64 '40a3 CONTINUE
C3T 06 * 45-3 C 0I 1 (1U E
L31
1 Q ~ N=X.iUA- - - - - - -- - - - - - -
3 1 1 . 12- 1
C0313 8$. DO 1322 1-1.ICL
I-l6 - 3- -- Do 1322 J31,1ROO ___
902 1- ~ 05 1J72)-h(J,I)
cu32 '- IJl *32 I2 =1 -I
C0325 93- z*
Cu 3 26 9-CALL INVRTIOSN,NRM,OETE4) - - - -
IL-377 90.- 00 6"L' 1-1,Lr4
e3327 -9" 650 Y5AR0-Yt3ArHO'Y~ I)
C33349 9 7 YdAR0= YbAkO/LN
Q30335 9' - NIP4JI-p-I
6336 j ,. V
00337 1 00- 00 711 1 1.1 N
0032 101. na 71j J.3,IP
!~jl ''; SECT I I- I*IP*NSECOI(J-I 3NSECT.I
C3'46 133. CALL 1OVD644(Z, TUNIT' ISECT ,SMALZZ.NAOS,2ERR)
0u3q7 104i. no 7oi -1 ,L
U6352 10,-. SVHAIII ROA,l 1.SVHIATI IR0,1 )SMALZ2(K)*100(EI-Y3RROI
C0353 - 36' 703 0055?) IRO.,,l)-SVAT41ROA,1)
CU35 Ila. 71 RO 4 - IRO0;,+
Or,3i,5-- 101.i --- C --- COMPUTE 81 S FOR THE ASSUM4ED MODEL. ------- --
00355 liU'4'
C6360 --2 -- -----
C3361 l cALLUAT1LIU3I 4,U.25A3,IA.LR.1)
0 0362 1 z 1221
Q0_363 1li DO' 03331 11-
0-0366 --1 -4 --- 31331 J1',IP
TABLE 2. (Continued)
LQ3 72 -- 116. - 13 3I-l1 -12 ----- -----
Co375 III- Ao=TAIO
'030 1 19 ts o 23 1- 1,[N
zTO' 1C, 43 Au-A11LI1 I . .Z fAIk I ,j?
C;1407 1 2 1 oxtjTET6;24).3A0
Cj413 d21 DO 75 IIL',
0l.6 12500 750 2.10130,21 1. ou 750 ( lP
Go042 - 12/. c
f, ,29 -I12". C - Cfli,%'TE THE Y POINTS------------- ------- -
c493 0 1.J* DO 775 1.1,LN
lo,133 1 31- TI I 'l. I( I)
Z:0SJ4 lIs2. Y;IARCTIIAA4CT( 1)
r,(1435 13 3 RE31U(IT01 I - YI I
UL T ' 36 1', -- F.RR-RESIDII .02
CIO 4 3 7 1 3!, 775 0  TI7 rIUE
n0911 I3c -. Y0IK-CIAINC/LN
0 044 4i 1 37 C
C 1244 1 3t1. C COIPUTE THE 51800681) DETIATION.
00441 1 3 y. c
092 1-12- C COMPUTE THE MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT.RHAT.ANO D - --- _
Q, -4 2 Iii -j. c TdiC F RATIO,FRATIC.
L; ) 42 Iqi. c
:; L 413 4-i-.' Do 801 1.1,Lij
C 4, 14.. SREC ARtG-ly(II-Y8ARCI.-2 -
,,,jfi 7 1-4/ SY-''SYO(I 1-Y6ARO)'*Z
(" 99'.0 '14A 0i SqESASRES.RESID(III*2
Coi012 14Y- RllA?'SUQ1TlSREG/STYY
.93 IAJ.IF(HHAT.G7.I.0) IHAT-2.0'44HAT
O091)5 I9 I FRT I0= SHL1I/ (N'11-11 I(SRES/ (LMN-1P I I
-CS 1 2-------- 0()'1 - ______
CoTs?6 1.13. TO 63 L1-2,LN
00946 2 l99' 83 XX L I I-ALI-111 - - -- -
U00'16 5 AS 1 b 60
0-11,66 16;. CALL AUIK3L
4
LI ,XL,XR,T8,YTT,0.FLOX,FLOY.-LN,XX.YI
-'jI 1 b6 CALL 24UIK2LIL2,AL.T8,TB,TT.34,FLDX,FLYLN,XO)- - -_ ____________
QA4;10 167- ;Tl61 2IsrADEV,RHAT,FRATIO
CJ475 160- 1000 F04iMAr11I,19HSTANDARD DEVIATION.E16.9,4X,33HMUJLTIPL.E CORRELATION --
C0976 161- * *OEFIC IE14T'EI6. f,dHF IAT1O.EI6.9)
00476 16'. - 1T E ( 2221
00660 1.3. 2222 FORMATIiHA,'B cOLFFICIEIITS'l
ITAIJI -- i.~.- oM~L ( 62,2O3) (I,)2,PIlN-___ _______
cc0S12 16',. 2500 rUmuiAT(IHJ, 6 E21.A/)
OCS13 1. RITE ,I C
0,5 S I I - ., m.1 ,l20 3 1I
.,1? 16,3. 1500 FORMAT 4Iu,160.ZHVO.16X,2IITCISA.AHYO-YCI
.)',2 16". AU 2:2 I'l 'LN
C CIb 73 -- /3.----- -- 2jTl-t6.2,c2) TO(II 411 IESIO(II
TABLE 2. (Continued)
Co"3O0 171- 252 FOFRMAT(IHU,3E2i.9)
C0533 173. iOt; 3 F04MAT( IH~j,2X,8OBSERvE2A,8HCUMPUTEOI2X,8HRESIDUAL)
COS35 17 '* DO 5-31 L-1,LN
0 05 li0 17 0PMAX.L)'A.S((YO(L)-YiL))/y(L))
,;,:) 5 41 11 -01 U'I = S~ S iU M +P1-1AX L )
C.c b43 --- I~~ PE!AV6(SUM/LNI'I ,C. --------
C~S4$ 7'? ~ AMAX=PMAX(0
cul,31O hli lF(AMAXPMAA(L)) 50 6 ,SS5 5
Cu,5s3 Id'? ~b A1AA=PdAA IL)
U:!4 5,3 bZ C 04T I lU E
~,j~i4 1;RMAXAX1RAVG
c b63 I t I0C 2 1 FOiMA(HO,22HMAXIMUMlPENCr-NI ERRORwEI6996Xs22HAVERA(,E PERCENT LR
G!'63 Id/0 #RL tlI6.9)
Cb~' 6 I CALL EiNUJOT.
5 6~ 5 1id 0 ~ L T UN





NSO 0'7-0)/I9V-O --j  - .)0 --------
SUoMOUTINE itAT ENTRY POINT 000270
R~0TPH ENTRY POINT 00273
AhITL ENTRY POINT 000320
- CLOSE -- ENTRY POINT 000 3 2- Z 2
UPEN ENTRY PUINT 000351
I UNOR ErNTHY POI NT 00C360
STURAGE USED: CouEll) 000402; DATAI() J001271 BLANK COMMONI21 000000








STUkAGE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAMEI
CON) 0000/1 1SL 0000 000070 IOF 0001 000116 20L 0001 00010 21L 0001 00024
2 
215G
O.UI C00144 22L COOl C0C21
1 
2L 2 201L 0001 00 2 0001 000234 26L -- 0001 000033 
6
L
OCul 0000J5 7L CGI C000050 OL 0000 I 000061 I 0000 1 000065 IBLANK 0000 1 000000 ICWD
000U I 00-QOOJ IFLO - o 000 CC.111 IJPS - 0000 I C0066 0P----.. 00001 00UO046 IpACKT--- 0000--tI- 000067ITW
0:QU I 000oC2 I1I OUO 1 COCC63 12 0000 1 000064 13 0000 1 000U056 KNTj OUO I OCC00 KODE
C ol00 ... - - L . * * * * --- *.. . . . . . . .* .. . .-.-. 9 -. .
OCn00 2 C GENErAL FORTRAN I/O PACKAGE EXLC VIII APRIL.1970
00100. 3* C READ/IRITE nAG TAPE OR DRUM IN FORTRAN OR NON-FORTRAN FORMAT
C0100 - C ..... . . . . . . . . .............
CvI .. 5* SULROUTINE NHDT
00103 6. DIMENSION ARRAy( 1),IC DO(31)IFLD(29)IKODOE61IPACKTIII)KNTRD(31
0o104 7" DATA) IFLU()iI*l29)/ Hith2,tH3lH,,lN,16MH7,t IMh HlS,20
COIO4 V. 12HII2HI2,2H13.2H I I62HI2H5,2 7, HI9Z2H202h2Z2H222MH23,
CV1O4 95 22H24,1225,ZHZA,2N27 ,ZH,2Hp2.29/
CLIOA 10' 3ATA (KOO )III-1,6)/0004300000000Ooo20000000 OOoOiboO00000ou
L)IO6 II* I 00OIOOC0000O0I000000000OOO OO0000O000/ .
CCIlO 12. DATA 11/26214/,12/107374182R/,13/0010001/
.CUIIN - 13.*. DATA IBLANK/6H
cc114 19" C .* *.
O011 -. lI EN TY HRDIPR(IUNIT,MODEIERRNINDOSARRAY) . .
00120 16* IOP-NUOE 6 .INEAD FTN FORMAT- *2,READ NON-FTN.
00120 I/* C **
;12 1 1b* GO TU 10
00122 -- 1L .--.-- ENIRY HRITERIIUNIT,MODEIERNnDOSARRAY)
TABLE 2. (Continued)
0z12r 2z. IOP-MOUE+ G -3RITE FTN FORMAT. .RRITE. NON-FTN.
C;125 ... ..-21 ... ... KNTI4UtilIN4ODS*I+1 --3 -. BUILD FORTRAN RECORO-CONTROL W..ORD.
00126 22- KNTD(2)lIBLANK r DUMMY CHECKSUM ERROR WORD.
00127- 23* --- KNT 4D(3} NF.ANTD(I) .
00130 2l* GO TO 1C
CG,130 25 C.....
00131 26. ENTRY CLOSEIIUNIT.JOP)
LT.133--- 27 ------ 1 ITI0=1
CO1l3 2 * GO TO 16,1.7.25),JCP f JoP=-. NO ACTIONIRETURN.
C0135 24. 6 IT;O=Z2 l JOPI,2, WRITE EOF AND REWIND-IUNIT.
c0I136 3., 7 10P.S .SA  RITE END-OF-FILE.
LU137 31j GO TO IC
CCL37 3; L
* * *' 
.
C~ .1 ---.. 3J ENTiY OPEII IUNITJOPI
01CR2 3* IFJOP.GT.II) RETURN 9 JOP-2,3, NO ACTIONRETURN.
L,144 35* 8 lo1p6 6 =6 EREWIND IUNIT.
Ci,; 5 3u* Gc 1U IC
'1 4S 37. L
e * *
IR 16 J36 ENTRY IORUVIHICODEIUNIT IADDRSARRAYINWDS.IERR)
00150 J9* IF(ICOVE.EQI ) IOP R A0 4s SEQULNTIAL WRITE.
Cu152 i*0 IF(ICODEL.EQ2) lIOp
2  9 .2, SEQUENTIAL READ.
COS 11 IPAC TI(6)I=IADRS A UEGINNING DRUM-SECTOR ADURESS.
00154 ,! C*****
CiC155 1. * I CO,;TINUE
CO156 4 * IFACKTII).IFLD(IIUNITI G IUNIT IN FIELD-DATA.
0157 .. . IPACKTi2)=IBLANK .... .
CC160 S6* IPACKIT(310
00161 7T 11I IPAC Ti4)=KODE(IOP) A OPERATION CoDE TO IOWS.
CC162 46* GO TO 120,21Z 20,Z ,22,22),IOP
0r163 IY* 20 IC.;U(I) =  I-IILOCIKNTAUl()I Q FIRST CONTROL ACCESS WORDe
U l16 *DIAGNOSTIC. THE VARIAbLE ARRAY IS DIMENSIONED*
CO164 .---- * ----- ICOD(2)INADS-*II*LOC(ARRAY) 6 SECOND CONTROL ACCESS WORD. -
L0016 51. I."(3)= 2*II*L.OC(KNTU 1u2)I r THIRD CONTROL ACCESS ONkB,
00166 . b2* IPAC T(IS). 
3 
11*LOC(IChD(I)) A NMBR AND LOC OF 15T C/A WORD.
Cj167 bJ GO TO 22
CL170 *D IAONOSTIC THE VARIABLE ARRAY IS DIMENSIONED.
C170 b4* 21 IPACKltS)I-NUS*II+LOCIARRAY) G NMBR AND LOC OF DATA WORUS.
G171 ------- -6---- 2 CALL 101H(IPACKT) 6 ROUTINE TO ISSUE EAEC REWUEST.---
03172 So. IF(IUP.EQ.6) RETURN Z RETURN AFTER REWINUING IUNIT.
C.lT 4 57- IFIIOP.EW.I5 GO TO (25.8,17o .0 r ITWO IRETURN, .2,REAIND IUNIT.
20176 56* IEriR.IPACKTI(9/IZ A ERROR STATUS IN SI pORTION.
0C177 - 59* -- - IF(IER.EA.*) GO TO 214 NORMAL OPERATIONNU ENROR.
CC201 60. IF(IENR.GL.
3
1 GO TO 26 A TERMINATING ERROR.
00203-.--- 61* - E------ 1RR2 g ENu-OF-FILE OR ENu-OF-TAPE,
0204 02. RETURN
00205 - 63 --24 NAWKNTWD(I)/II 9 Nn FROM FTN CONTROL WORD
GC206 .. ' IFIMODE.EW.I) GO TO 25
C0210 65* - N. -IPACKT(N)-IPACKTl4)/II II - NA FROM IOW .
00211 *.. 25 IEHR=I
-00212 --- * ---- REIURN .- -
0o213 oA* 26 'RITI (6,1001 (IPACKTII).II~l6)
C022I1 69* 130 FOfMAT(///5H.S*.*EAECUTION TERMINATED IN 'RDWT' I/O ROUTINE. //
0J221l Yj IrH 1/0 PACKET IS 6016 1
0022 -- 7~* STOP
2 C223 72 - ENU
TABLE 2. (Continued)
ENJ OF CUMPILATION: 2 DIAGNOSTICS.
iASM IS ION, IUO ,R
-ASM4LIF- O1/19-0 iO -00 . .-. ).
I s( I AXRs
2....... 01 0O'0 27 3 14 13 0 00C000 10 AR L AO,0,XII
3. U 00'301 72 11 00 00 0 0000CO ER 10$s
,. .. . .... 0 oD002 7'4 0 00 13 o 000002 - - 4 2vAll
5. ENO
FND ASM EnRORS : rJNE
TABLE 2. (Continued)
4FORS lINVRT, liVRT
HSO- O* /11 9-C IV --(wO) . - ---a. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . .
SULMOUTIN INVrT ENTRY POINT 000370
.__S.TUAGL UStU:_COE.(II O CO16 DATA (I 00033; BLANK COMMON 2) 000000
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (bLOCK, NAME)
003 )S
STOrAGE jASI6NMENT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME) -- --..
0 J1 G00O16 111G 0001 000314 115L 0001 000027 11
7
G 0001 000034 123G---- 0001 000042 1316
01;3 0030114 162G 2031 003260 91L 0001 000166 201G 0001 000206 207G 0001 000230 2206
S-3u 
-- 0 O 266 234G . Ool 000336 235L 0001 000312 2 56 - -0001 0003N 6 250L- - -0001 --- 000071 75L-
303303 7oL C001 OCI001 9L 0000 U C000002 AMAX 0000 I 000273 I 0000 I 000276 IC
O)O 1I 003)24 IND J000 I 000100 INDEX CCO0 I 000300 IND2 0000 000306 INJPs OuO I C00004 IPly
OoU0 I 003215 IN 0000 I 0350273 J 0000 1 0C0272 K 0000 I 000277 L 0000 I 000271 NN
03uU O 33o0uO SIGN
00101 1. SUdROUTINE INVRTIA,N.M,OETER)
L0103 2* PARAMETER IDIM.60
00103 3* C MATRIX INIVERSION AND SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS SOLVER
01103 -- t.---.- ALINIPUT MATRIX FOR INVERISON OR AUGUMENTED MATRIX FOR SIME.- EQS --I1500030-
CI00103 C N.Y'UER OF COEFFICIENT MATRIX IG5000o
00103 - L M.3 FOR INVERISON ONLY
00103 7 C M.!NUMBER OF CONSTANT VECTORS
CO103 ' C DETER=DoETERMINANT OF COEFFICIErNT MATRIx ... ...
0104 9. DOUBLE PRCCISION A(l),DETER.SIGN,AMAX
S010 5--- '  ..... -.. - DIMENSION IPI VIIDIM).,INOEXIIUIM,2)
00106 11 OETFR-.O-UO
U 107"- 12- SI J'I...00
0010O 13. 00 20 J'I,N
03113 " 1 20 IPIVIJ).3
0115 1 ". NN. N I.
OTII -16-- --- DO 12 K1,N_
00121 11. AMAX'U*ODO
00122 -18 - 0 * 00 76 II-,N
r3125 19. IF (IPIV II)'lISO.76 SO
CO130 23. 50 DO 75 J.I,N
00133 il* IF IIPIV(I)' I)55,75Z250
00136 - 22 - 5 INO0J-I)-N*I
00137 23* IF(AmAX-UABSAI(INU)1) 607575
00142 2 60 IR I
0013 22 IC=J.
019N 2 " AMAXVOAO5tA(IND)I
C0145 27' 75 CoNT ;IUE
00147 -- ZU -- 76 COT I NUE
TABLE 2. (Continued)
00151 27. IPIVIICI IPIV(IC)+I
00152 --- 3.* ---.. IF (IR-IC)93I1IS, 9_..
COlI5S *I)IAGNOTIC* CONTTROL CAN NEVER REACH THE NEXT STATEMENT
00 155 31. IF (1'-1C)90,II15 90
C0160 .12 92 SIG'n -SIGN
CU 161 33* 00 110 LlIN
C 0164 3,1* INli0 L-H *N*IR
LO165 --- J I. - fU22 (L-I) N.+IC .. .
:j 166 3o* AMAXA(I JN )
00167 379 A tlI'NU) A( INU2
01, 710 3 * I 4( INL)2) A AAX
C1172 3,' l bI INOEX(r, I)I=
0 .0173 '.)3. I ;EAIK,2I)=
UL'1-1
3
I -.-- ~C 1 7 1 1 N..= + - *+ C
C 1 7 5 Z* 1A =A I U )
0O176 'J* ETEn=0D.Tll A1 AX
00117 '1Y 1'A 4 1 1 )=1 ).,0
CC200 UO DO 1,Z L1,1 N
C:32U3 4o 1A0= (L- ) I*N IC
C0 201 - - 7- ISO A (I1))=AIt INOl/AMAX . . .
30206 -i ,1 0 131 L- If4
CD I Y! 1 IF IL-IC)1665I81.65
C:2I1 5 S * l26 INloi IC-I )-N+L
0;)216 52 A( INU)=C.O0
r03217 b0' DO 1 ' l ,Nj
02.22 * INO=( I-l) N L
0 223 5' 1 02= I -1 N+IC
C 2 L b 6 A( I I ) =A( IN)N IA IND2) AMAX
C 22 , 7* 1 U0 CON1i I ;UE
0C227 b I61 Co rT IUE
'L 231 b"' 132 COTINUE
00233 60- ) . I.I,N
00236 61 L-NI-1
00237 o *I = N IL , I I
C,, 240 6.3- IC=IUV EX IL 2)
C-r2 1 ' * IF (I,-IC)210 235,210
(;:12 o * - 210 DO 230 K=1.N
0:297 ao. ID01= tI-1)N+K
CC250 67 INO i'IC-I)1N+K
CL:251 od AMAX=AAIlNU
C-2'2 69 A(IND)-A(INDZ)
C 253 730 230 A ( IN'o)2 ) AlA AX
002'5 -11- 23 CONTI NUE
CU2b7 12' DETLIR=SlIU*nETER
L,26O 73* RETURN
CG261 I* 2U5 M=-I
C0062 la. 2z> RETU N
C0263 76. END
E N OF COMPILATION: I DIAGNOSTICS.
TABLE 2. (Continued)
6FOR,IS DRATML,UMATML
-Hso--0 G a1/ / *I 9 O 1-:0__-- O)0
SUnUUTINE OMATML ENTRY POINT 000160
_SIORAaEUSL: .CE(II)...00176. DOATALO)I 0000531 -BLANK COMMON(2) --QOOQOO- --- ---
-T -
EXTLNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK, NAME)
0003 NERNJS
..5TURAGE A: IGNMENT (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
. 0001 00001 IL 0001 00006 130G 0001 000067 135 0001 000102 136 ... -0001 - 000035 --2L.-
03ol 000046 3L 0001 C0035 2 qL 0000 o oo0000 (0 c 00 I 000005 IA
I  





-- -0000 I CC0007 181 0000 I 000010 162 - 00001 0OUO01 183 - . 0000 --1000003 IM-
OoUO I 000J IN O.O0 003022 INJPs 0000 1 000015 LA 0000 1 000016 LB 0000 1 000012 LC
- O000 1 000011 LM - 0000 1 000017 LN 0000 I 00001 LP
00101 1. SUBROUTINE DMATML(CABNM,NK)
00101 2- C0 AaSTRACT
00101 3. C - GENERAL MATRIX MULTIPLICATION ROUTINE WITH TRANSPOSE OPTIONS
Ci001 4* C wERE, H IS THE NUhdER OF ROnS OF (A -
0010aI 1 C N IS THE NUN3ER OF R0O5 OF (B)
06 101 - - K IS THE NUMREIQ OF COLUMNS OF (18 OR BIT ... _.. .
00101 7. C Tr NSPOSE OPTIONS A"E CONTROLLED BY THE SIGNS OF M AND N.
CO1Ul i n C THE FOLLO ING PROUUCTS MAY BE OBTAINLOED
00101 9. C (C IAI(l ) M A,D N POSITIVE
00101 -- 10 C I(CI=(A TIB) M NEGATIVE FOR IA)T
c0101 11* L (CI=(Ai, T NE ATIVE FOR (BIT
- I001IATC ( ) ATIOT M AND N NEGATIVE -
C0101 A13 c AHEH. T INOICATES TRANSPOSE
00101 19' C - IF M 15 NEGATIVE, M I THE NUMBER OF ROS OF (IAT ----
0101 COIO C IF N IS NEGATIVE, N IS THE nUMSER OF RO5 OF (BIT
00101- 16 C
o010I 1lI C. OUTPUT ANRUMENT ' C
01 3 l * . DIMENSION Ci(Il . .....
103 1' C
00)103 20 ' INPUT ARGUMENTS * A,,MNK
0010 21' DIMENSION A)8,A(II)
00109 e2 C
010 23 .............................ColOM 2 .1 C *** *****************eeee**************** ******* o**** * ******** *****




00107 -- /2o- - IM'IAdSINM
cl0 1 7* Ie71 A6SiNI
00lt .I 2 * IFIM .LT. O)GO TO I
00113 29: IAIIid
C ol . Jo* I 1AZ 1.
TABLE 2. (Continued)
00115 31 GcO TO 2
1 001 6 .--- 32* -- - ! ..-. . AI- = - *---- 
00117 33. IA2=1N
0120 --- 34 . -2 IF(N '*LT 0)GO TO 3
Co 22 3 * Idll
f0123 3o I 2 IN
Ci24 37- GO TO 4
V1 2s.. 38 * J - 13 I K..
0 126 39 192 1
C0127 %'* 4 0 7 LM=I,IM
00132 41 LCaLM
O t 33 92* 1t33= 1
Cu1 3 4 .' DO 6 LP=I K
C 1 27 -- " CO , 0*2,00
0! q40 95* LA=IA3
0 01 1 2 LH=.IU3
CIq12 470 DU b LNIIlN
001'15 .j CO - CO + A(LAI)*lILR )
C0o16 ~v* LA-LA+IAI
.01----7 -*LM=U Lu+I3
L f11 bl C(LC) * CO
S152 - '2' LC = LC * IM
0C53 531 6 =13=Id3+!t2Z
5IS - I / IA3lA3*IA2
O 157 Rbb ETURN
00 160 5o- END
.,N OF CUMPILATION: NO DIAGNOSTICS.
TABLE 2. (Continued)
1M11APIIS AAAA
MAP--III 2'G 1/ 19-0 --1 -- - I - ----
I. LIB 5SSSMSFCS*
AuORLSSLlIllTS .... 0110; 033207 ..... 00000 05'4642
STAHTIN(, ALURES 033167
AURDS UECIIAL 13448 IBANK 6563 09ANK
SEGMENT MAIN .001000 033207 040000 054642
NiATCS/FOR 1 001000 001221
JNHHLKS/MSFCS5 1 001022 001113 0 040000 090001
NtxvPs/Mi-C57 I 1- 001111 001303 - 2 40G002 040053 -. -------- -.
ALOGS/FU'1l 1 001304 030121 2 040054 040
1
11
CSIG6v/SC4020 I u01z22 0C01710 0 040115 C40153
2 BLANKSCOMMON









h ..ND/ / t OK0 1 00 3004 003063 2 040277 040 3 10
NiEFS/MSFCSS 1 0-
3
069 003J20 2 040311. C40331
hFTC $/FOS? I C0
3
32I 3Z3620 2 040332 o00367
CYHODv/SC4C20 1 003621 003616 0 09370 U40376
.- 2 BLANSKCOMMON
CACCNB/yC4020 1 u03647 003670 0 040377 090907
2 BLANKSCOMMON
CXMOOv/SCq20 I U03671 003716 0 090410 040416
2 BLANKsCOMMON
CUNCAT/ISFC I 003717 0C3470 0 040417 040440
5LTI TI/SCC0O .2.0 - ------ 004071 001123 - 0 O00414l O4046 -
2 BLANKSCOMMON
C4OLLV/SC4020 L 004124 00'206 0 0'40'7 C00463
2 SLANKSCOMMON
CN0NLN/C4320 1 00'427 0 0 614 0 040oU6 040535
2 BLANKSCOMMON
CL INRy/5C' 20 .......... . 1 0UC 615 COS'70 0 0'40536 040651
3 GGG 2 VLANKSCOMMON
CYSCLV/5C020 . 1 00571 C5
6




CXSCLV/SC4C20 1 U05674 0C6076 0 0907UI 090727
3 GG 2 BLAN4KSCOMMON
ACLNLY/SC120 -.-----..-- - 1 006077 006253 0 040730 C72............
TABLE 2. (Continued)
2 BLANKSCOMMON
CEaRLsJ-SCAn2U 1 -- 1 -- 00625 006363 -..--- - 0-- 00C793 060760 --
2 BLANKSCOMMON
CSETCv/SC'020 .. 1 00364 006424 0 040761 040771
2 BLANKSCOMMON
CSETHV/SC4020 --- -1 0061425 006503 0 040772 061006
2 BLANKsCOMMON
CxAxl/SC20 --.---- I -- 0065q4 00677 - 40 007 0102 ---------------------
2 SLANKSCOMM O N
VCHARV/5C020 - 1 006713 007153 0 041043 0 1I062
HITE2J/SC420 1 007159 007'*0 0 0C1063 041111
BPLOTK/SC402 1I 007435 007465 0 041112 091971
2 BLANhSCOMM O N






706 007757 0 091557 C015I6
3 (GG 2 BLANKsCOMION
TAOLIv/SC 2.20 --- 0 0 1671 042111
N30CV$/FOXb7 1 007760 313113 2 042112 092151
N TVI/FOR - - I- 01011 310136......
NCLOSs/HSC57 I- 01137 C01335 2 042152 042177
NLK,/MSFC57 - 1- 010306 01074 0 0'2200 02201
NDSdL%/FOR I 010475 010532
NUP As/FO - I 010533 010566
NbFOOV/FOn 2 042202 044Q03
NCNVT/FO57 I------- 1 01567 11021 2 014 06473 --
hNINsl/r1SFC5 1 011022 011253 2 09474 044515
CPLOTV/SC4020 1 0112 5 011436 0 044516 --
5 5
. .
3 UGG 2 BLANKSCOMMON
CLINEv/SC020 1 01137 312122 0 044555 U04633
2 BLANK$COMMON
YCLVI/SC20 1----------- 012023 012141 0 064h.31 9 644
3 GGG 2 BLANKsCOMMON




CAPLOI/SC0C23 1 012260 012533 0 0q4656 044731
3 GGG 2 OLANKSCOMMON
CAPRvd!C20------------------- 1 012534 0126 16 0 C44732 04760----
2 BL AIKCOMhON
Cp.NTV/SC4 20 1 012617 013210 0 04q751 045006
3 GGG 2 BLAIKSCOMMON
CGRDIV/SC4020 1 013211 016115 0 0U5006 05121
3 GGG 2 BLAIKSCOMMON
COXDY-/SC4020 1 -1
4
116 014710 0 0S122 045206
2 BLAN6PCOMMON
CoRITV/SC402G0 014711 015012 0 095207 095222
3 GGG 2 BLANKSCOMMON
CMARG:/SC620 1 01
5
013 015071 0 065223 045264
2 BLAhKsCOMMON
CNIALNK/SC40,20 -1--------- --- 1 015072 015141 0 05205 U'5300
2 uLAKsCOMMON
5HOV/ISFC I 015142 015222 0 G05301- 045311
2 BLANKSCUMM0N
TRACE -- 1 015223 015366 0 0O5 12 U45317
2 U05320 096402
CFRHM/M-FC ------------ --- 1 065403 066566 -. .
TABLE 2. (Concluded)
CTOBCU/MSFC I 015347 015645 0 0454 5 7 045
6 30
S80XLTr,/CSC- .------- ------ I--. 0156 016500 -- - - -. 05631 045647
CIDENT/SC4C20 1 016bC1 017653 0 045S50 046033
3 GO 2 OLANKsCUMMON
NOTI :/MSS CSf 1 017654 02r20' 2 0460J4 U46044
NOUT/1FL 7 I U202025 021166 2 0'46,u 5 46076
NFr ,T;/M FCb7 1 021167 022C74 2 C46077 C46115
r;IO-RE/MSFC57. ..... I 022075 0222514 2 Cq6116 046290
NFCHKa/NMSC5,7 1 0222b5 023,73 2 0962'91 C4691b
4 C46916 04667
NTA 13$/F C 5 2 C46970 046550
NLINP5S/ISFCS 7  I 0232U79 r640 2 096557 046 7 7C
wkT$/FORb 2 I C ~h1 C2947CC 2 C46771 047002
NEXP5s/FOR37 I 02471i 22';6 2 C0 7 Uu3 047012
GuG (.UIIMMo;l BLOCK) 0947013 047146
COUIKL/5C40?0 1 024765 07254C2 G 047147 047231
3 (GG 9 BLANKSCOMION
1UE:4T/3C4GZC 1 024903 026645 C 047232 051027
H OMONITUR/;;5FCS5 1 02 6 o0 027755 2 051030 051614
ERS/FO 52 ........... 027756 C3CCLG 2 051615 051744
NUBIUFS/F011d1 I U3CC41 03C100
I ENH /FOR1s 030101 030C35 2 051795 052121
BLANKSCOMMUN (CUMMON BLOCK )
DHATML 1 U3C436 0306J3 0 052122 052174
-.-. .2 OLANKsCOMMON
IlivRT 1 030634 031251 0 052175 052530
2 LALANKSCOMMON
107.R 1 .031252 03125s4
MUGT 1 U3 1 255 031656 0 05 2 531 052657
2 BLANKSCOMMON
REGRE 1 - 031657 033166 0 052060 059591
2 BLANKSCOMMUN
MAIN- 1 033167 L0332C7 0 059452 059642
2 BLANK$COMMON
...-SYSA L-1IB3. .LEv L S7-3 .
END OF COLLECf UN - TIIE 3.518 SECONDS
X Q r AA
DIMENSION Z( 3, 10),YO( 10)
5E 1 TRANSFER TO SUBROUTINE
START I READ , REGRES A:,M STOP
ZYOLNNIP
D IMENSI 0 NED VARIABLES
SYMBOL STORAGES SYMBOL STORAGES SYMBOL STORAGES SYMBOL STORAGES SYMBOL STORAGES
Y 10 RESID 10 Z 3,10 SIALLZ IDIM SHAT 9,9
ZBAR 3,3 YO 10 BZ 10 B 3.3 SVHAT 9,1
SMALZI IDIM SMALZ2 IDIM SH 9,9 XX 10 ADARY 22
PPAX 10 FLDX 12 FLDY 12
Figure 2. Operation of the computer program (noncross product).
SUBROUTINE REGRES( Z,YO,LN,N,IP)
TRANSFER TO SUBROUTINE
TART PARAMETERIDI1 00 DATA(ADARVY( ),Il,3)/6HONE,6HCOPY,6HFLO/ IDENT
9,ADARY
NWDS=IDI 6 REPEAT TO 1234 REPEAT TO 1234
XL-O.O 6 WJRITE(6,10000)N,IP,LN FOR EOR
XR=11.0 YT=12.0 MITE NIP*=1,1+1 N ... IP
YB-.0
1234 REPEAT TO 1235 REPEAT TO 1236 REPEAT TO 1236
ZBAR(I,J)=O.O FOR S1ALLZ(K)=0.0 FOR FOR
K=I ,1+1,... IDIm I+,1,+,...,,NIP J=I,+1,...,NIP
1238
1236 REPEAT TO 1237 REPEAT TO 1238 BZ()=0. SREGO.
SHAT(I,J)=0.O FOR : SVHAT(I,1)=O.O FOR YBARCO=0..0
RR=O.OI=1,1+1,...,NIP I=1,1+1,...,LN BR=0.0 SRES=0.0
REPEAT TO 225 -REPEAT TO 225 REPEAT TO 210 10
FOR FOR FOR IAR( I,J)ZBAR(I,J)+Z(I,K)**J
I=,1+1...N 1,1+1...,IP K=1,1+1,...,LN
225
ZBAR( I,J)=ZBAR( I,J)/LN REPEAT TO 250 REPEAT TO 250 REPEAT TO 245
IUNIT=IO FOR FOR FOR
NSECT-(NWDS+27)/28 I11+1 N + ...,IP =1,1+1...,LN
ISECT=1
TRANSFER TO SUBROUTINE ISECT=ISECTT REPEAT TO .50
S SMALLZ(K)=Z(I,K)**J-ZBAR(I,J) IORDWR IROW= 0 FOR1, IUNIT, I SECT,SMALLZ,NWDSIER ICOL= I I.... ...
Figure 2. (Continued)
SUBROUTINE REGRES( Z,YO,LN,N,IP)
REPEAT TO 00\ TRANSFER TO SUBROUTINE
F IR / I OR,1 TRWI RO1LZOR ISECT-( IK-I )*IP*NSECT+( L-)I NSECT+I T IORDWR '-- IROW=IROW+1
Si,S .,P,, IUNIT, I SECT, SMAL Z I,NWDS, IER
REPEAT TO 35M5\ REPEAT TO 350
FOR FOR - ISECT--( J-1)IP*NSECTI( K-R)NSECT+I
J=1,1+1, ... ,N K=1,1+l ... IP
1200
TRANSFER TO SUBROUTINE 
REPEAT TO 
631
TRANSFER TO SBROUTINE SHAT( IROW,ICOL)=SHAT( IROW, ICOL)+SMALZ I)*SMALZ2(I)
2, IUNIT, I SECT, DALZ2,NWDS, IER+ . SH( IROW, ICOL)SHT( IROWICO)
350
F .310 , sFc. z '400 .REPEAT TO 1322
CONTINUE ICOL.EQ.N*IP ICOL-0 NIC + CONTIIRNEPEOW TFOR
12=1 1=1,1+1,...,ICL
ICL-NerP
FOR .. DSN(12)=SH(J,I) 12-12+1 INVRT FORPEATT 1 l DS(13)2SH(J,2) ANSFER TO BRO I IE REPEAT TO 60
J=1,1+1 ... I,ROW ,_ DSI ,NR,,DETER ,+. LN
VBARO=YBARO+YO( I) REPEAT TO 710 REPEAT TO 710
YBARO=YBARO/LN FOR FOR ISECT-( I-I)*IP*NSECT( J-I)*NSECT+INIP=NVIP+ I,1+1 J +1... ,/
IROW=I + J, IP
TRANSFER TO SUBROUTINE REPEAT TO 700 (




_ I TRAN TO UBROUTN REPEAT TO 1331
DSHAT( IROW, )=SVHAT( IROW, I) IROW A DMATL I2=IRIROW- i  ,,,+I, .....
1331
REPEAT TO 1331 REPEAT TO 23\ REPEAT TO 23
FOR 12=12+1 FOR FORB(1,J)=B(2,1) AO=YBAR +1,. =1 1+1,. P
K=1,1+,Z(I)Z(I) (JK Z( I I=I+,FR...,L RES (BA I YO I -Y( I) C TIN
RR-RR+RESID(I )*2
STADEV=SQRT( RR/(LN"lP ) ) I  II--,1+ .... LN/ 
SY =SY Y +(
.
YO (  I ) - Y BA RO I) 2  RHAT=SQRT(SREG/SY)
RHATT.0 RHAT20HAT FRATIO-( SREG/( N IP-I ))SRES/( LN-NIP )) FOR
-LREPE+AT TO 75l0 RR0TEPEAS
T  TO 7  5IOBOI .
L-- FOR UIK3L YB YBi+Y( UIK3L
YBARC YB C/LN FOR SREG°REGx - Y(x I)-YBARC)**2 " SRESSRES+RESD(I *2
L2=0 LI,XL,XR,YB,VT,,FLDX,FLDY,-LN,XX, 2,XLXRVBT, ,FLX,FLDY,LN,XX,
Figure 2. (Continued)
" , SUBROUTINE REGRES( Z,YO,LN,N,IP)
WRITE WRITE(6,1000)STADEVRHAT,FRATIO RITE WRITE(6,2222) WRITE
kRITE(6,2500)((B(I,J),J=I,IP),[=1,N) WITE WRITE( 6,1500) RITE WRITE( 6,10003)
REPEAT TO 2000 2000 REPEAT TO 501




SUM-SUM+PMAX(L) REPEAT T 505




A MAXPAX( L) CONTINUE 6 TRANSFER TO SUBROUTINE




GENERAL FORTRAN I/0 PACKAGE EXEC VIII APRIL,1970
READ/WRITE MAG TAPE OR DRUM IN FORTRAN OR NON-FORTRAN FORMAT.
DIMENSIONED VARIABLES
SYMBOL STORAGES SYMBOL STORAGES SYMBOL STORAGES SYMBOL STORAGES SYMBOL STORAGES









L OP=1OOE.,= , READFTNOR1AT. =2, REAONOJV-FTN. GO TO to KRJTUD( I )=NWDS*1 1+1 3oBUILDFORTflOFRECORD-CONTROLWORD.KTUJD( 2) ~BLANKo-DUMYCHECKSUftERRWORD.KNTIJD( 3)=KNTWD( 1)
JTWO=I
60 TO 10 GOTO( 6,6,7,25) JOP-JDP =If,NOfil: 1C1[ilTI UNu. IU=oJP12WIEOADE4NIN
NO
IOP=6o=6,REWTNDIUNIT. GO TO 10 jTCOOE.EQ.1 TOP ~=,SEQUENf1ALWRI TE.
NO




IF THE VALUE TRANSFER 20
OF TOP TO
IS STATEMENT ICOD( I )=I-I I +LOC( KNTWD( I) )oFIRSTCONTROLACCESSWORO.
I 20 ICLW( 2)JNIWDS I I +LOC( ARRAY )aSC ONDCONTROLACCESSWORD. GO TO 22
2 21 ICWD( 3)=2*I1 +LOC( KNTWD( 2) )THIROCONTROLACCESSWORD.





TRANSFER TO SUBROUTINE E
IPACKT(5 )=NWDSAS II+LOC(ARRAY )oMBRANDLOCOFOATAWORDS. IOWR TOP.EQ.6 T
IPACKT
N
I OP.EQ.5 AEJ GOTO( 25,8), ITWOolTWO=1,RETURN,=2,REWINDIUNIT. C IERR=IPACKT(I)/12-ERRORSTATUSINSIPORTION.













SYMBOL STORAGES SYMBOL STORAGES SYMBOL STORAGES SYMBOL STORAGES SYMBOL STORAGES





REPEAT TO 20 REPEAT TO 182START DETER=I-ODO FOR I PIV(J)=O FORSIGN=,.ODO . 1 & + I /
GO TO GO TO
76 0 75
ro 0-50 0
REPEAT TO 76 REPEAT TO 75
AMAX=.DO FOR IPIV(I) FOR IPIV(J)-1 - IND-(J-1 )N+I1''I=1,1+1,...,N I.i °  I
GO TO GO TO
75 90
0 6 76
AMAX-ABS( A(IND)) IR= F75COTINUE r G 9IC = CONTINUE I-C + G og
(- IND)IND)) IPIV(IC )= IC )+ 1I 
NIF
+ 0
GO TO GO TO
75 115
60 TO
1150 90 REPEAT TO 110 IND-(L-1)*N+IR F-5 INDEX(K,1)=IR
IR-IC - SIGN=-SIGN FOR IND2-(L-1)*N+IC _,9 9 - 1 INDEX(K,2)=IC
L=1,1+1,...,NN AMAX-A(IND) INDd IC-I)*N+IC




DETER=DETERAMAX A( IND)=1.0DO FOR IND= L-1)*N+IC A( IND)=A( IND)AMAX-





REPEAT TO 181 IND--( IC-I )*N+L REPEAT TO 180 IND=( I-1 )*N+L
FOR AL-IC IAX=A( IND) FOR IND2-( I-1 )*N+IC






180 181 182 
21
REPEAT TO 235 REPEAT TO 230
CONTINUE COTINUE CONTINUE X(L,I IR-IC FOR




23 F235 R RIND-( IR-I )*N+K 2 E E5
IND2-- IC-I)N+K A N2=MXCONTINI E T TAMIAX:A( IND) DETER=SIGNrDETER
A( IND)-A(IND2) R R
N N
Figure 2. (Continued)
DIMENSI NED VARI ABLES
SYMBOL STORAGES SYMBOL STORAGES SYMBOL STORAGES SYMBOL SORAGES SYMBOL STORAGES
C 1 A 1 B 1
SUBROUTINE DMATML(C,A,B,M,N,K)
GO TO GO TO
1 3
SYES 2 YES
IMT -BS(m) M.LT.O GO TO 2 , CONTINUE N.LT.O -- i11A2=1 IA2=IN 1B2=N
3
REPEAT TO 7 REPEAT TO 6 CD=O.ODO
GO TO ' IBI=K FOR LC=LM FOR LA=TA3
LM= 1,R . .. LP=1, IR,...,K LB B3
REPEAT TO 5 LB=LB+IBI 6FOR CD=CD+(LA *1B(LB) . B+TLN=R,.. CD=CD+(LA)B(LB) - C(LC)=CD IB3=IB3+IB2 -- I IA=IA3+IA2
FiLN=I, ,... Iure 2. (Concluded)
Figure 2. (Concluded)
Also included in the output are the number of independent variables N, the
degree of the model equation P, and the number of input data points (sets) n denoted in
the output as LN. Further, the significance of the estimated regression equation is
indicated by the standard deviation, the multiple correlation coefficient, the F ratio, the
maximum percent error, and the average percent error.
The values of the dependent variable are also shown for the input data and for
the computed values obtained from the fitted expression for each set of data input, as
well as for the residual difference in the input values and the computed values.
Plotted results are also obtained which compare the input and the computed
dependent variables as ordinates to the point interval along the abscissa (which is
normally one of the physical independent variables, but which can be a unit indication of
each data set in order of input to the program). The computed points are connected by
straight lines and are plotted with * symbols. The input points are plotted with +
symbols and these points are not connected with lines.
D. Illustrative Problem
For the purpose of illustratiifg the use of the program and its capabilities the
following arbitrary equation was selected for use:
Y = 9-6X1 + 7X12 + 5X13
- 4X 2 + 1X2 2 + 7X23 (37)
- 6X 3 + 7X32 - 6X33
From equation (37) the following set of input data (Table 3) was developed
containing exact dependent variable values (to three decimal places) for arbitrary values of
the three independent variables.
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TABLE 3. INPUT DATA, DEPENDENT VARIABLE VALUES
Data Point Number Y X 1  X2  X3
1 5.719 0.5 0.4 0.4
2 7.111 0.6 0.3 0.2
3 5.216 0.2 0.6 0.6
4 5.592 0.2 0.6 0.5
5 10.915 0.9 0.0 0.5
6 7.569 0.7 0.0 0.6
7 7.450 0.3 0.9 0.7
8 9.618 0.9 0.3 0.6
9 5.019 0.5 0.6 0.7
10 8.021 0.3 0.8 0.2




Z = 0.5, 0.4, ..., 0.2,




The computed results are shown in Table 4 for this example problem and the
plotted results are shown in Figure 3.
The plot graphs the point intervals on the X axis against the exact and computed
dependent variables. The exact dependent variables are plotted with (+) and the points
are not connected with lines. The computed dependent variables are plotted with (*) and
the points are connected by straight line segments.
Inspection of the digital and plotted results reveals that the computed regression
relation yields an almost exact representation of the input data for this arbitrary case.
Experience with many sets of physical data have also shown excellent results.
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f. TABLE 4. OUTPUT DATA LISTING FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PROBLEM (CASE WITHOUT CROSS PRODUCTS)00
I;= J P= 3 LN= 10
AUa ....89989665 1




-, ZC/2+C *6 9 986608+C* 1 .S00090784*CI -'400C016
6 9
+01 .999836586+UO
,0000V4 +3I -599887073+01 *699684674+01 -,b9740366+01
Yu YC . Yu-YC .-
ou ER JO COMPUTED RESIDUAL
.5718 v998+1 .571900237*01 -. 2381857
9
"05
71110iUC Q+01 *7111C020C*C -. 2ed11d30-s -- --- -- - -
o. 21o 0+ .*"I ,~S l16CC103+C1 -. 101327896-05
.i592 Cu1*l 559199bC2+01 .1192C9290-05
Z L , C+ Z 2 .IQY15Crb4+C2 -.8963859S6-C5
Yo 001+ 2I1 *7>689'226*C1 *774860382-05
./., YYq 9tCI .7'45CC219*C -. 22537186-C5
. *6903 U 3+21 *9h17y935q+01 . .643730164-05 ..
,19.1j99+I *5C19CC32?7+1 -. 327U25696-C5
il*ut030C3+2I .80'099674*01 *429153442-C5










NOTE: THE INPUT DATA (+) AND THE COMPUTED RESULTS (*)
FALL AT THE SAME POINT FOR EACH CASE.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1
POINT INTERVALS
Figure 3. Comparison of input and computed values for illustrative
problem without cross products.
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APPENDIX B
MULTIPLE REGRESSION PROGRAM FOR CASE WITH CROSS PRODUCTS
A. Input Data
The regression subroutine is called with the following statement:
CALL REGRES(Z, YO, LN, N, IP)
where:
Z is a two-dimensional array containing the independent variables used. The first
subscript denotes the independent variable and the second subscript denotes the
data set.
YO is an array containing the dependent variables which correspond to the
independent variables.
LN is the number of data sets.
N is the number of independent variables used.
IP is the degree of the polynomial curve fit.
These arguments must be assigned a value in a driver program.
The regression subroutine incorporates several special routines: RDWT, IOWR,
INVRT, and DMATML.
RDWT is a general FORTRAN I/O package which is capable of reading and/or
writing on magnetic tape or drum in FORTRAN or non-FORTRAN format.
IOWR is an assembly language I/O routine used by RDWT.
INVRT is a double precision matrix inversion and simultaneous equations solver.
The call to this routine is:
CALL INVRT(A,N,M,DETER)
where:
A is the input matrix for inversion or augmented matrix for simultaneous
equations.
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N is the order of the coefficient matrix.
M=O for inversion only; otherwise, M is the number of constant vectors.
DETER is the determinant of the coefficient matrix.
DMATML is a double precision matrix multiplication routine with transpose
options. The call to this routine is:
CALL DMATML(C,A,B,M,N,K)
where:
C is the product of matrix A times matrix B.
A is the first input matrix,
B is the second input matrix,
M is the number of rows of A,
N is the number of rows of B, and
K is the number of columns of B.
Certain variables have dimension changes that vary depending on the number of
data points (LN), the number of independent variables (N), and the degree of the
polynomial curve fit (IP). These will be dimensioned as follows:
DSN(NCL2), DSVHAT(NCL,1), DB(NCL,1), X(LN), Z(N,LN), ZBAR(N,IP),
ZZBAR(NN,IP), SHAT(NCL,NCL), YO(LN), SVHAT(NCL,1), YC(LN), BZ(LN),
RESID(LN), B(N,IP), A(NN,IP)
where:
LN,N,IP are as defined above and
NCL is computed as follows:
NCL = N*IP+ N!/[2*(N-2)!]
NCL2 is NCL raised to the second power.
NN is N minus 1.
SMALLZ, SMALZ1, and SMALZ2 should be dimensioned greater than the
number of data points and the dimension is set in a PARAMETER statement; for
example,
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PARAMETER IDIM = 100
B. Program




















as illustrated in Figure 1.
A complete program listing for the case with linear cross products is shown in
Table 5 and a flow chart indicating the operation of this computer program is indicated
in Figure 4.
C. Output Data
The desired coefficients of the model equation are outputted in E notation where
BHAT is the computed intercept AO of the fitted polynomial expression and the B
coefficients are printed out in ascending order of degree (P) with the first P coefficients
indicating the b coefficients of the first independent variable, the second set of P
coefficients indicating the b coefficients of the second independent variable, etc. The A
coefficient designation represents the C coefficients of the various cross products in the
following order:
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C1 2 , C1 3 , ... , CIN
C2 3 , C2 4 , ... , C2N
CN-1,N
Also included in the output are the number of independent variables N, the
degree of the model equation P, and the number of input data points (sets) n denoted in
the output as LN. Further, the significance of the estimated regression equation is
indicated by the standard deviation, the multiple correlation coefficient, the F ratio, the
maximum percent error, and the average percent error.
The values of the dependent variable are also shown for the input data and for
the computed values obtained from the fitted expression for each set of data input, as
well as for the residual difference in the input values and the computed values.
Plotted results are also obtained which compare the input and the computed
dependent variables as ordinates to the point interval along the abscissa (which is
normally one of the physical independent variables, but which can be a unit indication of
each data set in order of input to the program). The computed points are connected by
straight lines and are plotted with * symbols. The input points are plotted with +
symbols and the points are not connected with lines.
D. Illustrative Problem
For the purposes of illustrating the use of the cross product program and its
capabilities, the following arbitrary equation was selected for use:
Y = 9-6X 1 +7X 2 + 5X 3
- 4X 2 + 1X 2 + 7X3
(38)
- 6X 3 + 7X2 -6X3
+ 5X1X 2 + 5X1X 3 - 6X2X 3
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TABLE 5. PROGRAM LISTING (WITH CROSS PRODUCTS)
VV VV D)UDO0UDoDU AAAAAAAA HHHHRRfHAkhR BBBBBUBB fY YY
VV VV DnOLUDO OD00 AAAAAAAAAA K NRH RKh iR NR BB8 BBBBBB YYY YYy
VV VV DD 00 AA AA Rh RH f b8 YYY YYy
V VV AU DO AA AA ,, RH BF Bb YAY YYY
VV .7 DD D .-- . AA AA .... k .... 8 ------- 6 -.... . YYYYyY -
VV vV LUO D AAAAAAAAAAAA RNKRRFRdhhRHR B88Bb84HB YYYy
VV .v DO DD AAAAAAAAAAAA H.RRR N RR 6BBU BBABB
VV %V DD DO AA AA. h Rn B6 Ba YY
L v U D0 A AA fiA A K Z8 b AN
Vivv OD D AA AA HR RR 8 be YYSVV D0 ID  H Rag b
vv 0DDD0DDDUD AA .. - AA -- ... ...... RR .. R. 8tsBBUULb ..------. YY
VV UUJO0DDDU AA AA HR HN BbAb8BBB D YY
HC b O :, 'U I I III AN hN 44 49 0000 666666
FL, ob 6 t IIIII NN' N N 4'1 144 000oCDUO 6666666666
bb dib 11 NNNFJ NN 4't 'U 000 000 666 66
El Uti Ii .. rNN, 4 NN .. - 4. . 4 . . 000 - 0 O0 66
8H '. II hN NAN NN 4 44 00 00 b
R' 0 V3- L, II NN AN NN c9'.,i 4.4' 00 0O 66 6666666
LF bA :' D ILI NIi NN NN A 4 44q'i44'444'46 00 UL 66666666666
Ut II NA NN K4 :NN 4 00 00 o6 66
N II N, NNN 4 C0O0 DO 66 66
S U II . NN NhN
N  
't 00 000 66 66
S6,uU hi, : !I 1111 N NNN 4 0000 U 6666666666
i :I li NN NN '49 0000 666666
Ut,[, 1I 11 616666 777777777777 S33333
OCL'jL U I 1 1 666666666 777777777777 3333333333
Lt. { 00 I I I I 1 1 666 66 777 333 333
C c 0 3C 1I 1I 66 777 33 33
..11 11 66 777 33
0C 0OU 11 11 66 666,666 777 333
L CO I I 1 66666606666 777 333
C UU 11 Ii bo 66 777 33
C L V 0 '' . 11 ... 66 .6. ...... . 777 .. ..... .33 33
Lu; LCOU 11 II 6o 66 777 333 333
LLULCC : I II II I I 66666L.666 777 3333333333
C(OL 111111 111111 666666 777 333333
UCCO 222222 OOrO 555556555555 49 44 333333
CO cCC O 2222222222 CCCLCOU 1546 555565 6 - ' 3333333333
LCC CGO 222 222 C00 000 55 '4 '4 333 333
Cj D00u 22 222 oD0 UCO I5 '44 '44 33 33
OL 00 222 00 00 b q44 q4 33
CL 00 222 00 00 l's,5s55.6S 4444q444444 333
00 22 CO 00 65b56555s 444444q44449 333
0 Ci 222 00 00 .... 4. 4 . 33
CL C COG 222 0 00 L5OU 'U 33 33
U z :01,0 272 .l 0 0 b 5b 49 333 333
0OF1C001C 2Z222222222 L0UUO3'JLO b565bb,$bS5 44 3333333333
U000 122222222222 0000 5655555 944 333333
h L: r // . .3CF,32C',VDA1AV YBIN4U6,03.1 00o
TABLE 5. (Continued)
S,5GN kLMOvE AT CARO READER 01-16-73 CLOCK NO. 9353
ASbC T 10.F/I /P OS/2
OF, iS M A .IN,xIN
~H5S 009-U/16-13:51 (.0)
MAIN PiOGRAM
STCRa G USED: CODLO ( ) 000021; 0ATA( 0 C125; LANK CO O,(2)0C0000........... .................




TORA E A~S!Ib vtENT (bLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
r00 : 1 {4007 IP 0000 0C00074 LN 0000 1 000075 , 0000 00010 NAMI 0000 R 000055 YO
U CO n lUt"LOD} Z
Su ' 01MENS O1. ZI3,1S).YO(15)
CO3 2 :NA L S T/NAM /I ZYO",LN,, IP
C . 3K WEAD { ,qAli I)
C ;j I o CALL REG.ES(ZoYOL,, IP)
S STOP




>f C' IS REG ER LG Rt
O, 009-01116-13: 1 (.01
SUnvoUI;I LE R GRE5 ENTkY POIrNT C0161/
4TURA. UJ ): CO E(1 0 166S ; D A (A ) I 0 0210; LLANK C0!m1'QN(2) 000000
LAi;F. AL ,' Er R C"S IBLOCK, NAME)
IG I5 V;R T
00 :MA T.L
12 7 ', UIN3L
0CIC L. uJ 3
L' 3 Lt Pb





!t.:C1oF. 0000 001752 ICOU6F "Orj 0"U 17S5 100 9 F 0000 001776 1001O F 0000 002002 1O01 IF
cOF 'J20 oL:5 1 c2f ' 0000 U2 100 4 F . ,(C O 002013 1 C2-2 6F 0000 00202 10C27F 0000 0' 2027 10033F
. , , ,0. t'2 001 col0011 1'4"0 7-,201 000126 'b3G 0001 0U127 156G 00o 01 C000137 164G
! 01 .,'3 1 /1 cool OCOl I  17 0(.01 000bI5 202G 0001 00016C 2076 0001 000200 225G
O '''122 3 01f 0001 02'32" 233, 0004 LO2f40 2G4% COcl 0U00267 250 COC 000270 2530.
Uf1 U U0 327 2 oG GCJ1 C,2331 27lu C o CL u3 4  Z'/'0i 0001 CUU37b 306G 000,1 000422 312G
C; UCL 2 3 1 5 ( .0001 ", 2 327 .- .. CO LO CSC5 > 0G . c ol .000542 3'1 . - OGG . 00Cu556 357G
0cO1 L,/5 363, 0001 0U.0,23 376 00C1 cuJ6 LU 40bG Crol COU654 1l1G 0001 000676 422G
! ,  .;.,C 77 ?<,G U00 1 U0007 2 '.'20 0 c001 L007,C 3 4bG [c0001 0 0764 456G 0001 000777 462G
U'I. 'Li' lb ;2 00S11U 001'1 6  4756 oo! 0u1r33 r IG COUI1 001235 5 0 5 L 00C 00104I6 5o10G
0 U01 Ul.316 51JL 0101 00106CIr6, 522Q C001 I001070 bib 0001 C CC01072 b30G 0001 001121 537G
0I'1 I 2b6 5 3G 0001 L! 1 7  5S 7 G 00 1 0(1167 b6b 0001 o001205 5670 0001 001227 s77G
0c ( 12 h h IG 00UI1 0012/C 6710 000I1 Ll333J 63 4G ...... 0001 . 00122 6606 0001 001423 662G.
QC1I 6 '- I'i 675G CO 001,4, 7 7016 0': 1 oISCI 716, 0001 CU01521 734% o00 R UC001653 A
-. .'y22 C Apy Q0LU 1 001731 A;'X 0C 0 k LU1c.2 b C 0000 N C0:1726 iHAT 0000 R 00160 b BZ
rO LL72 f 0000 D occo LE 00:0 U 00c2 Ob 0(700 U 00'. 442 SVhAT 0000 k 000567 FLDX
CC. :3 F I Y 000U 0 001737 FRATIC .CC0U I 01662 I 0000 1 001720 ICOL 0000 I 001711 IERR
U0}0 U 't 6 1JP 0U000U 1 o01717 I A 00.70- 1 C017 IC IS 0000 1 001710 ISECT 00U0 1 001721 ISECTI
0' , 1 C76 tNIT CL 0(0 1 00161 1/. I 40 C0000 1 (01722 12 . . . -C0000 1 00172 121 00 0 1 00C 1672 J
L2 u F 117 , Cr-U I -001734 K FAI 0".0 ] L L1712 , C(000 1 001705 L 00'U I 001743 LI
LCC 1 171 LI OO I0 1 0017 2 L2 Qr' I 0 1 725 .. 0000 12( 001716 ,'COL 0000C I 001713 NFACT.
iU 1 .,'I tAC12 0000 1 00Ci733 N I 0q'00 1 001671 NIP U0000 1 001610 NN 000 1 001723 NR
0:C LL L 7 (SLCT C:(U 1 00c166 1,"D5 C 2CO I C1715 N4 C000 H 001730 PERAVG 0000 R 001732 PERMAX
0 C rU b', -0 P; .AX 0c000 H 00170 R 7C t 23 K.SID C000 r 0 01736 pAT 0000 R 001674 R
iO PC 0 , 1 '31 5 AT CU0 : ( C(C6.5 5,ALLZ -'r. 2 '' 521 P,'LZI 000(C r Coli,6 M ALZ2 r _oo 001675 SHEG
LC( L I, 1676 LS 0 R C0 17 3 55 U'7.' [ Llt 7 b3 5 ADEV c(:0 R 001/27 sUM 00U0 f, 001551 SVHAT
CLO , L [ 11) 'Y CUCL t 001677 VA' Rrr 0 L, 1 7 X C00 , 001664 AL 0000 R 001665 Ap
TABLE 5. (Continued)
o 0c 00U1666 YB ---. C 00OO7i *IAR 0000 R'Ob s c - 000 R 001bl 7Y 0000 R- 001702- y
00OO0 R C0'636 ZAR 0000 R 0006q7 ZZBAR. ..
0C11 I. SUbROUTINE REGRES)Z,0O,L.N, .lP I
-3!U3 PARAMETER IDIMl=IC
00G10 3. OOUbLE PRLCISIN DEIER
CCL!S ", OCUbLE PKECISIUN DSN(14).0DSVHAT(12,1 .CB(12,1)
001 'j6 5, DIENSION ADARTY(22
C"!07 7 6 i I N I ON P -A(IS) -- -- -*- -- - --- - --.- - -.....- - - -
0.110 7- OlILNSION FLDK(12),FLCY(12)
CGl 1  1 e. UI LNr 51CN X( ) 15)1
S; 112 9. CINLE SION Z(3,1I51.7 AR(3,3).ZZBAR(2131*SMALLZ(II M),
C l i2 1 *5fALZ I ( IIM), 5NALZ2(I 1 M) . hATII12 12) YG IS) .SVHAT( I2,I)
c" 1I2 Ill .yC IB. .B 115), L51 DI015)1S6 3,3),A(2,3)
13 12. DV A IZEO/Q/ -- --
C 115 13 DATA FLUY/
7
2M C VALUES
1 15 li * . / .
71i.  lb. OATA FLAX/72H POINT INTERVALS
C Ii)* * /
S IA DATA (ACPRYIO 1I.31/6HONE .6H COPY,6HFLO /
: tZ3 Is. CALL IUENT(9,AOARY .-.. . .
2"i I* N. .5S=IDIM
C 5 jU* XL=C.
sA £6 21- Xk=16.
S7 y2 Yh=l.
0130 23. Y =17.
C !31 Z .RITE(6 10000) N,IP,LN .. .-- -
CCi36 IUOC' FO MAT(ldI,22HNI.3X.2,P=I9i,3X,3 HLN)I)I
SI0L i IIALIL VARIABLES
C 2137 27. NN = - I
C IC ; 2 6 NIP=:*IP
C 11 29. D IS5 I=I.h
C "' 9 30. UO 15 J= ,I P . . . . . . ........ .. . . ..
C!7 21. 15 2CA I,iJ)=C0O
Ci12 32. D0 Cl -IN I.NN
CI 95 32 LUO 16 J=I,IP
C si6D 39. 16 ZZbAR I,J)=. ..0.C
C?163 35. 00 7 1.I,10Ii
r: 66 jC. 7 5MALLLLi)i U. .-
c ll 37. 00 A I=11.NIP
C 06 J =,NIFP
61/5 39' S!AT ( .J=0.O
' 1 - 0 L I=1.,NIP
CU A', i1 9 SVHA T  I )=. O.0
7', ;e . .. DU 5 i= LhN
C I 2 3. 5 bI )=o0.0
1 .3' 9..* -b; =-O.C .. . . .
U29lb 17* 5KES=U.0
A2 . 9. - 5 Y y .O.',17 9* V.U=.
9C.0 9*-.'.Cifull bi** 5=0.
CIA TABLE 5. (Continued)
50222 51- Y0.0.0
110223 5k. SS=L.0 .----
C0223 10. C COMPUTE ZBAR
00224 $1. D0 125 1 I, N - -
C0ZZ7 ss. 0Uo 120 J-1,IP
C C232 So U DO. K0 22 81,LN 
--
00235 S7. 100 21$Ak11.J3 ZbA4I.Jl. Z(1,8(*-J
00.237 00 G. 12S /b81.1 bA4411J)/L.N
C0237 09. C C12mPUTE ZZUA
C0l2 q2 to.K I
0012 -'3 1* 00 150 1.1 ,NN
0l287 63. 00U 150 J.8,N
C02U.z o4. L-4J 130 L-1,LN
CL d,5 65. 130 2 Z,7911 I)ZZBAR( I (31,2l1,L).Z1JLl
cul'.07 66- lbu 2LbAR(l,312L,6i811,Jl/LN
0020.'7 67 * C CUtFPU7E SIIALLZ 'S
UL,,2 64:. 1w03T-.10.......- 
- - - -
C3253 69- .SLCT.jN.00S.271/28
00;~9 733. I I- 1I CT I
C;>, 5 /. 00 200Z 1-1.N
CL,2O 72. Co 220 3-1,1p
:(.//3 73. LO 175 r, LN
(7'276 7 4 - 17, SMALLZ(K,!1.81.KN-2BZARII.JI..........
C.,3013 70,. CALL 113'. .R11,IUNIOT.1SEC2,SALLZ,17.DS.IERR)
C:>,so : 71- 2-20 !,CT=IS ECT-9SFCT
go0 77- 0-8.1
'I j! 6S 7,. 00UL 230 I=1,80
c-02(0 79-. ~ K-
oC ( ,1 '30 UA U 230 J.-K.1, - -- - -
C,'3 1'4 Al 1 0 225 K-1,LlN
0332 1 03. CALL 1C90U,,R 1I UNIT ,I SECT0STIALLZ,Nf,05,8,88
c0 J12 o 14 , 22 3 ,lSLCT-ISk:CT+.SLCT
00322 b5. C CQ UC~TE NIUMbER CF COLUMtNS
03 )32 =9 b 6. N AC1 T. --I
0,:3z6 67. - U 290 1-1,N
f3&3 1 dij . 200 1,8,CT.NFACT.1
G233 0. NFACT2.I
c "1 3 3 91 V. N2 =1-2
00230b /I. FJN2.Er.0) N2-1
C-03 37 92. U00 2 75 1.1 - -- - - -N. 2. -
C0-3'42 '43* 275 -,FACT2.14FACTZ2I
323991 /'4. ';COIL.9IP*133FACT/12.NFACTZI I
C0L .94 95. C CZ;m~UTE ELLMLNTS OF THE SH.AT 881ATI
20;392 4, 100-03.1
00340 9. 0-SLCr-lrh ,US - 27)/28
c C, j 0 9. 00 310 J=1.N000
0.0353 IC]'- CALL 10l326912,IUN1]TISEC1 .SMALLI,NADS,101RR1
U 0jO l1. q CI-IC -I
00V300 lu2. i sL c ri i
00306 03.- LIU 309 K=1 ,NC0L
C L)361 10 4. CALL IU90i.4(2 , 1UNIT , IS0C I SmfL,?.N-',5 . E3H
c r,.2 l.$ 3 0 320! I - I . LN
of-, Job 1 . 30-0 ,AI(IIMO33ICL.SHAT(IIO;. ICO)LI*SMALLI1H.00MALZ2(I
TABLE 5. (Continued)
CC36/ 107. ICOL-ICOL+I
00370 108a 305 15LCTI=ISECTI+NSECT
C0312 Io9. Rlko.=IROA+
00373 lii. jlc ISECT=ISECT+NSECT
C0373 III* C COr:PUTE SvMAT
Cf' 75 112 . Do 325 =1,LN .... . ..................
CO43O 113. 32b YuAP=YbAR+YO II
C '.J2 114. YbAr=YBAR/LN
CGOO3 lib. !5ECT=l
04Li' 116 0O0 350 K=l. COL . .
004L7 117 CLALL 10ik(2.1IUIT,5IECT.SMALLIN.N505.IERR)
Clu I1!i U1O 3:0 I=.,L- - -- ---- .
C 13 /H SV AI(KL I)SVHAT K, I)+SMALZL I (YGII'T YBAR)
i 12 * 33C 05VH TI(.I In)5VMHAT KI , I--.
C ui6 121' 350 ISECTISECT*NSECT
C2 Q A22. 12=1.
y 1 3 13. DO 375 1= I,NCOL
2' 12q 0 375 J=1 ,NCOL . .. ... -- ---- -
c 4 7 125 US ( 12)=SHA1II .J)
C -30 1 6 375 12= e*I
0? 33 127* N RN:COL
C ' 12 * 121-12-1
3 129.I C FINO SHAT MATRI INVLRSE
C 3 130* M=0 -
Cr'j6 131 CALL IhVRT(ISN.NR M.DETERI
CC36 132. C Co4PUTL a ANI A COEFF ICI NT5 OR THE ASSUMED MODEL
'C437 133. CALL OMATMLI( B.DSS.bVHATN i.NR l)
Q-4'U I31. 12=1
CO!4I 13 00 9400 1-1.N
C U4 136o 00 '00 J=IlPP ....
Oq 7 137.* U .31=01 12,1
20453 139* Ii!=12
C 4i 140O- n=I
c0u15 1'1ie Uii 10 1=1,NN
0060 1i2* -K=KI.
004c 143- DO 10 J=K
rU*64 1i4. AIl.JI=DII2.1
C-'.65 14 -410 121=121 l
00O10 146* DHAT=YBAR
0C471 1497 0o0 420 I=1N
CC74 1Ib* DO '420 J=1,1P ....
0'77 I1* '20 dHAT=BAATB(I J)ZBARI(lI.
C05c2 1I- K-l
Ot3 1,1* DO 925 I=IhNN
C003b IS2. K=KI+
C0057 153* 00 125 J=K,N
C3312 15 b25 6" AT=BHAT-A( I J)ZZARI .. ............
C09 155 6RHITE(6,10006) BHAT
c00 0 156. 10006 FORMAT Ir,0ShbHAT.E16.9) .
00s21 157. 00 '50 ! 1 , Li
0052 155. DO 450 J=1IN
C0o27 ISbv 00 450 K=1,1P
00'32 160. 9C50 YlIIIHLIIo.lKI.IJIPI ' . .... ..
10536 Ibl 4 O 975 I=ILN
CC' 1 162. U=1
--a TABLE 5. (Continued)
o
CO z2 163. 00 4 75 J .l.SN
00 15 t i.- KK .K*I
C0056 1I-* u0 475 L=KK,N
00551 1.6* 75 UZIII) BZI)*A1J,LI*Z(IJ.1) Z(L l ..)
0CC51 167. C COMPUTE THE Y POILTS
I0 t66 11* u 600 I 1,LN
00590 .. 1 6I l=BHAT L I I
Cobbl 17U 6 R1101(1}=YOl)-YC( 1)
C0562 171. RR =R+RESIO(IIe*2
Q 0563 172 500 CO0TINUE
00C.5 1/3* 5U-.0.
Cu,66 17',* . 501 L=I -,L --
C- 1 . r.AAIL)=a SI((Y O(L -YC1 LI))/YC(LII
r 15/2 17. b01 SSU SUM-PMAX ILI
GC7q 117 PERAVG'ISUM/LN)lI00.
CU'S/ 1/A. AIAX P.4 AX(1)
CC"76 179. o b0CS L=2,L'N
C0r01 180. IFIAMAX-PMAMX(L) 506.5,505 ----
40,3 4 1H1 506 A:- AA PPAA(LI
SbL ;.2* 605 COiTI NUE
00S 7 e3* FPL fAX.ArAX*I00.
0nb61 lu i. 0 637 LI1 LN
Cou1 3 1 d e t.'A SIHESIC(GIL
-0619 18 * YYYY+Y0OILI
00,19 137- 507 CONT3IN UE
006i0 13i. C LOMPUTE STANUARD DEVIATION.
00617 197l N2=.
30620 190. 00 b10 I.1NN .
00123 191. .l=R-I
00-2'4 172* SIC 229----- .-- ... . . ...---
00,26. 173' KA T = I P+2
I f L':- AT-i1.L L . 3GO I3
CU3Il 19* 6TAODEV=5RT1RH/(LN-KHAT-I))
0332 176b 513 COiINUE
C o32 1* l C CO0PJTE THE MULTIrLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT, ANO FRATIO
COAJ3 19 * 03 25 !=t1.L'
C '3 6 1i9. 5Rt =SR G .+ (YC I1)- Y 3A,) 2
CS,37 20* ES.y'Y 0(YOi1)-YBAR)2 
- -
C0,o 231. 5S.5.('YC(I)-YJAR)4(YOI lI-fC(l))
00C?1 202. 525 SnEb'S9ES*hESI l.I,-
0 69'3 203. R Af=SREG/SYY
C ' Zj4* FATIO=10SREG/IKHAT.I1)/IS ES/(LN.KHAI ) )CS >,. 0RITE(6,10009l STAUCVEAT,FAT,FRATIO
;;6b2 2U, 10009 FURMAT( HO,19HSTAN AR 'D EvIATIOU =E16,9 tX.33MMU T IPLE.CORRE T ION
-2ul 2,11* COEFFICIEAT=EI6.9.q .8HF RATIOE1 6.9)
c0 2 3 2-. ..RITE 16.1001UI
006 2, 7* 10012 FOiATI(IH0.4MB COEFFICIETSI
0 b6 21. I TE(6.100111 ((QjI .JI ,J=I P ,P Ij ,I N) -
U0 667 211. 10011 FUO MAT(iTI .521.9/1
70 212. T E(6,100 121
C,612 213. 13012 FI, AT(IIHO,1 pA COEFFICIENTS)
006/3 21-1* K I
00674 216' 00 530 I=.,NN
j7 7 216 K=K 
-I
C0/03 217. 00 30 J=KXN
C0lU3 21,* 5iITi16 lOUlIl AtIl ..J
TABLE 5. (Continued)
0070t 219 1001 4 FORMAT(IH ,E21.9)-
007;7 220. 53Z CONTINUE
0712 221* RITE(6 10326)
03719 222. 1002 FORMAT(IHOsI2XBHOSSERVED.12X.8HCOMPUTE .12XaHRESIOUAL .
COILS 223* 00 1233 IS=1,LN
00720 22 *.. G.RITE(6,1 0U27).YO IS),YC( S1 ,R SI1 ) .............------...
0072S 225 1233 CoNTINUE
" 1727 226 10027 FORMAT(1 H 3E21.9/)
00j30 227 L ='I
00731 2Zd* L2=0
00732 229* X(1)=I.
0/133 23 0 649 L=2Lt --............. ......
C0736 231* 699 X(LI =X(LI-1)+1.
LCi40 232* CALL QUIK3L(L1,XL.XRisYb YT,90FLOX,FLDY,-LNX fC)
r3/iq 2334 CALL UIK3L(L2,XLxR.Y,.IfT,39,FLDxFLDY,LN,X,YU)
CC,/2 23h* RITE(6,10U33) PERMAx,PERAVG
07L' 23* 10033 FORMAT(lHO,22HfAXITM PENCENT ERROR=EIb.9,6X,22HAVERAGE PERCENT ER
f':r/-q6 3/, '*OR E16')
,C/47 237. 123q'CuNTINUL
.: ' 25 . CALL ENOJOB .
C G 1 239. STOP
CCi, 2 20 END
ENL OF COMPILATION: NO ' DIAGNOSTICS.
TABLE 5. (Continued)
h50 009-01/16-13:sl ( )1.
SUdRGUTINE n T ENTRY POIT 000C270
RETIPR ENTRY POINT CO0273 -- --- --- ----
AITEP ENTRY POINT CQC320
CLOSE ENTRY POINT C00342
OPEN ENTRY POIrT 000351
IOKR0 ENTRY POINT C.00C360
-JN1a ;5 z: CLl001I OCC4~C; LAIA(C) 301iztl BLANK CChCN(2) 00CO.
E7TERNAL EcR<CENciE5 1LOCK, NAPE)
COG3 10'.
UJ04 NEf 25
C i7 1ii 2
cT 'AGE , 5INMIENT (bLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION. NAME)
0001 -CC071 10L 0000 00070 IOOF 0001 0O0116 2L 0001 000190 21L 0001 000242 215G
jCI ; i194 22L 0001 000211 24L COO1 0,0,227 25L 0001 0 0 0234 26 L  0001 000033 6L
UOGCI 0CC 3 7L C00L 0 0260 L C000 I 000061 1 0000 1 000065 1 bLANK 0000 I 000000 ICYD
S;FLO C6Cll INJPS 003J I OJ S 6 I02 0tJ 1 gOJo4  IPACKT 0000 1 00u067 IT
OCL I 3: u2 II 0000 1 0C 063 12 00C I UCO164 .3 0000 I 000056 KNTAD 0000 1 000040 KODE
C :cJ 2. C Gi.RNE AL FORTHNA I/O ACKA3 E X C II I A"RIL,IY97
CiuO 3. C READ/kRIlL MAG TAPE uR OiUM IN FORTRA'I U4 NON-FONTRAN FORMAT.
5 it 5R S AoJ T INE R0,T
3 6* l ,EN5SION ANRAYI .I1 )IC,. (3) IFLo 2 I,KUui( I,1IPA CKT(t3 , NT'O(3)
..' ' 7 D TA (lFLDill I=1.,29)/ HId , 137 1,'3 I H ,I, b, I(H ,117 lIHH I 0 .2' I0
Cc. d. 12-I 1,2 I , 2+AI13 H i lq, 1,2 H,15 , rl2HI 1AHl7,2,113, 2 HIl? 2r12 ,ZH21 ,2 H22, 2H23,
.! 4 i 22,24.2H2N.,2H26,.2 27., 4 28. 2 HZ9/
C'!u lu* 04DAT4A (1KODE)I1 =1.61/0001 30I JO00013C.00 2' O000230J,300IC , 000.00
C,-, 6 11 I nOn0 I'0 C J?000 0L,"'! I IU0 00 ,1I OUQ0'U 1 0Oo,000000/ ...
"CjjJ 1*O DATA I1/262l 14/,12/1073741 214/, I3/001o01 /I
" 4 13 DATA I.LANK/'6,i
CCII'l 14. C ** ,*
0C116 1tN Lt.rY Rr)TPIiNIT. JUuIlTR G 5 .SARYAF
C0 120 oI IOP oimUE ' =I , iAD F T ' ' ,AT. 2.READ 40 -FTN.
:C!20 17i C.... .
0 I121 18G 3 T') 10
7_ 1122 IV r..riTY .qITER(I NIT.MUDE ,I L ,'K . OSAR N AY)
TABLE 5. (Continued)
G -3124 2~3 JOO~ - (2 23,URITE FIN FORNMAT. tt,.X iITE NON-FTN.
C7125 21. KNTNl.I)Nh0Sl 1.3 r; SUILU FOATRAN qECOID-CJNTRUL AORD.
0 U 1 2 22- K 4T '0(2 ) 218L A NK fi 33190~l CNECPISUP ERROR AUN0.
C' '27 23- KNT"(32IKWThD0I)
130 cl o To 10
1 33 J 2'.5 , 0.. ..
%11 26. ENTRY CLOSEC IANIT.JOPl
O23133 2 7 -I TA 0-
0113$ 14 ?, ]G TO I6.6,7,2,I).jp . iJ=I NO ACTI' 5 .FILtuRN.
0( I3-, zi6 4 174'=2 Q2 JOPa1.2, "RITE c3OF AND REAIND JUNI0.
c I j6 30, 7 10P=6 r. .5, ARITE END-OF-FILE.
11337 j I 40 t 0 . - - - - - - --
C j i / 32 C . .
CI .1) 33 J 4 t Y CIIE14( 10ON10 .32 I
T 4 2 3.1 1F(l33P.GT.I RLTOR!, ii JOP-2 , 3 NU ACTION,RtLOUHN.
.4l-4 3 14 I 1A46 12 .6,RAN ILNIT.-
0 11 4 3,A6 -Gu To 102
CD~ 1 2 7........
9 0TI16 3136 L::t T 1 10034VIjII l )E, I u,4IT . I A D0 R5, A R RA Y U 5. I ti
.31,0 3 j . I F jI I2E2. LQ .1 I 0= ) I P-4 -, SL4UENTIAL RITE.
to- I I3 lc 0 r cQ.2) IOP=2 4 =2, SLQUEiUTIAL READ.
0 j15 4 1 . IPACNT=-=IAUDRS B L 13 G I A N UU-SLECTOR ADDRESS.
cll9 -(2. 1,..
0?1 4 ~3 1 CON T I N UE
C, i~ 4 1 i,'AC-.,T I FLD(I13NIT) q2 iuNji IN FIELD3-DATA.
735 4 ; C<T2 3 N
2 3!6i '46. 1ACKT13)IU
4~S 7T- 1 1 PA C <T ('I =K3 EIIOPI 2 01 'CNATION CODEC To) 10.S.
0D3i162 93.-:; 30 1 2U.21.22.2I,22.22)1,'3
0 7 o3. 4 P. 202 ICA D(I ) - III-LOC(KNTv-011l1 I 2 FIS 310COISTlOL ACS.OO,....
,2 J16'. *1 A ;:t 0S TIC. - fH VARI1AIIL2 ARR A0 I uI:4EIjSIOALED.
rj1i16 - , 1> R).S.L02 ,:0 r SECOND) CAN4T ROL ACCESS 'AOAI.-
03 11. 05 , ICr.0331 2- 1 1.L3C IIIK1AD21 i THI.lO CUNPIOL ACCESS 6QRL)*
CJI1.6 b2. IPACKT('iI 3.11-LI)CIIC.,D~i1$ r NAl-lAND1 LUC UF ISf C/A VO(RD.
C0167 I.,. CJ 03 22
00170 *DINAoo;ST[CO THE VARIABLE A23R46Y15 Is rjl~SITAC-3.
0.31/ AN1 ~ . 21 N9AT 6~.1SI1LCAAT N1.06 A14D LOC OIF DATA 6 OROS.
0U1 71 o'. 22 CbLL I0,.4iIPACET) RQIJ1)14 TO IiSUL LXCC RES UEST.
r~(31 72 36 . I F1 1 )P.'- W. . 104 A :T R( RETAR,4 AFT.(4 RE,.IN4DING JUNIT.
c "1 714 57. I F (I Q P .F1.-5 GAU TO 0 ZD.81.IT,2 I IIO'UI. RLTU;?l , 2 EIND iUt4IT.
P20116 54. IERA=-IFACKTiS)/I2 fj EN'.0A STATUS I.% SI PORTION.
1)'3 177 b9. 1I (IL ? It. E O.2 0 5u0 T 24 4' NQRMAL oiEITArIONNQ ERROR.-
C 3,2 j1 :j. IF) LE3..bL.3l .O TO 2Z6 r TLRII1N~ruNG 04RAR.
C"3 I I 1E R -2 i ENO1(>.F ILE OR LNL-0F TAPE-
(39 62. RETA3N
)51 6N 43 24. (.-K=T0,,I )/11[ 14 ,. FHOul FN CONTROL 60.90.
C.31 5 , 4. I , i7 3. E D. INO r 0 25
0 01 z Ns (I P AC KI('14'1A CETIN11 1.f931 1 0. W_'iMI-5.-----
00211 o6. 2t, !ERHl
O3212 61. l ;
r 02 13 6a- 24 f, ,FTI-(6,I~OU) IFAC4OI 11,1=1,6)
0, 2 21 C!' 100 433ATI///50,,-.EACUT(3N TEi4MIoNAED 'N fiRivT- 1/0 ROUTINE, I
32 1 11 141; I/U PACK T I3 6016 I
03222 7 1 -03 5-----
03222 72. L 41
TABLE 5. (Continued)
E. D CF COMPILATION: . DIAGNOSTICS.
AS :1 F U1/lo-13:1-(,0)
I $( 1) AX K5i
2. 01 0cC0 27 O 1 13 0 .0 ,0 .10L __ L - A0O,30 IA.
3, U CG0, . 72 11 00 00 3 .00000 ER 10.1
, CC:.302 7q Cq 00 13 0 000002 J 2,X11
S. ENO
E J ASM E'ORRS : NONE
TABLE 5. (Continued)
GFO0RoS INVRT.INVRT
HS0o O 9-01/16-13:b I,0) .
SUBROUTINE INVRT ENTRY POINT C00364
STORAGE USED: COODE(1 000412; QATA( 0002C32 BLANK COMMON(2).000000 ....
EXTERNAL HLFRENCES (BLOCK, NAME)
U0 03 NL.HxJ
STORAbE ASSIGNMErNT (LOCK. TYPE, RELATIIE LOCATION. NAME)
10001 00016 1II. 000. 1 Goc. O 11
5
L_ .001.. 000027..117...000 .. 00034 1
2 3
G_ 0001_. 000092 1.).G6.
5Ol) 0030110 157 .0001 000162 1760 0001 000254 181L 0001 000202 2046 0001 0 0 0224 215G
000U1 -0262 2316 0001 00332 235L 0001 U0306 2420 - 0001 000342 
2
50L - 0001CI 000071 75 L
'0001 ,jg073 76L 0000 0 000002 AYAX 0000 I 0001I41 1 0000 I 000144 IC 0000 1 000142 IND
00U0 1 000:)42 INJEX 0000 1 OCO50 4 IN02 0000 000154 lIJPS 0000 I 000004 IPIV 0000 1 000143 IR
0000 1 000136 J 0000 I 0C 0140 K 0000 1 U30145 L 0000 1 000137 NN 0000 0 000000 SIGN
00CIOI I SUBROUTINE INVRTIArU.M.OETER)
00103 2. PARA1ETER 1010 33
001u3 3. C MATRIX NVERSION AND SIMUL ANEU
U
S E UATIONS SOLVER ....
05013 4-. A= . PUT MATRIX FOR IAVERISON OR AUGUMENTEu MATRIX FOR SIME, EQS 1650030
5Ct1 , . C =0oR3iER OF COEFFICIENT MATRIX 16500040
C0103 6. C i=0 FOR INVERISON ONLY
00103 7. C iM=UJmER OF CONSTANT ECTOS .. ....
CC103 '3 C 1ETER=CETiLRINANT OF COEFFICIENT MATRIX
oC09 . ._ OOULE PRECISIuN AiI.OETEhSIGNAAX ...-. -. -..--
00105 10. 1IMENSION IPIV I IM).IN DEX IDIM 1 2)
003I5 1i* OTER=IOUO .. .--
Ob 7 1: 51 GN1.000
00110 13* -0 20 J=1 ,N
C0113 I14 20 IPIV(J)-U
30D11 Iib 5 NN - . -
00116 16* 0 lO 12 K=I.N
0013Z1 7 AMAX .O .00...0
001l2 18d 40 00 76 II ,N
00125 1'. - IF (IPIV(II-l)50.76 B ..
00130 20. 50 DO 75 J=I1N
Ci)33 21* IF (IP VIJ) -l) S 7 ,Z50 .......
C0l1. 22* 55 IND=(J-I l N+I
00137 23 IF(AMAX-DABSIA(INO))I 60,75,75
001"2 24. 60 IN ~
C143 25- IC=J
00144 20. AMAh=OAUSIA(IND))
03 115 27. 75 CONTINU --
00 47 26: 76 CONTIUE
'C0)1 2 * !PIV ICi=IPIV(ICI+I
TABLE 5. (Continued)
00152 30* IF (IR-1C)90 115,90
07155 310 90 SIGN,-SIGN
'.156 32 00 110 L=1P INN
00161 33. IND= L-1 ) NIR
C0162 39 INO2=L(L- I)*N+IC
"63 A" . . , A A( IND
1CCI6 36. A(iI hl )=A (IN 2)
r Ib 5 37* 110 An( ID2 =A AX
0 167 380 115 IND X(KI)I=I
0C 170 3' I DEA( K 2) IC
A'/i 1 N I, : C 1 II,+ IC
r2172 I A A, - I )
C00173 42e ULTERi =ETE- AMiAX
0CC1/9 43* 190 A( IN0) 1. U O
rC175 44 DJ 1O L=~1,
CL201 '16, 15C A( I~ )=A( INL)/A M AX
CC2t 3  4. l7 0 1 1 L l, N
Ci 2G6 ' d IF (L-IC)165,16 . l$5
1 1 4 "'* 165b IND=l(lC-1) J+L
1 I 2 S " AnA X A (I, D
CL213 bl 140 . )=0.00
CJ19 52* o0 LHC I=1,NN
C .17 5J' INL
( i - 1)*N+L
C 0 / b4, rj 2= I" I )* + IC
L?21 b A N )=A I NC)-A(IN 2)*AMAX
C, 2L 56. ,1C C .T I NrUE
C 2c2 4 bl 191 Co0 TINuE
C 6 5h 182 C , T I U
Lrl C >2 & b3 I = ,N .
2 6-o L= 'i-
2L iJ5 62 0 IC=1~DLA(L,2
CLi2.6 .3. IF (IR-IC)210 235.210
('2'1 4- 210 IC 230 K=I *N
CC2',i t * IN = 1( -I )*N+K
C02' 5 ,6 i ;2=( IC-I N+*K
C 46 67 A .A X=A (IiDA)
CC267 b, A l",NO)=A(IND2)
0C  0 4: 230 Al( IN 21)=AMAX
C02'D2 IL; 235 Cu'TI NUE
C 25 71 uETER=SIGN D.TER .
CC256 3. 2b5 N.=-
C12 7 /4* 25 :FT UN
CC 0 7 t, D
ENC 6F COCPILATION: NO DIAGNOSTICS.
TABLE 5. (Continued)
F UR. IS DMATTL, OMATML
H50 L-O1/16-13:51 L(,)-
SU6RCUTINE -',ATML ENTRY POINT 000160
STORkGE USED: COcEIlI 000176;. ATA)IC 00005S3 BLANK COMMON(2I 000000-- ----.---
LXTEFNAL REFLRENCES (BLOCK, NAME)
(003 ,ER3S
STOR/,GE ASSIGNMENT (BLOCK. TYPE. RELATIVE LOCTION, NAME)
COl OCCC31 IL . -OC0 0o00C I3CG 001 c .000U67 135 . 0001 0.. 1. 2 ... _..001 ... 00003 2L. _
0Ol 0 q6 3L 0001 CCn005 NL 0000 0 00000 CU 0000 1 000005 IA1 0000 1 000006 IA2
TOO I L'j ; O IA3 0000 I 
7  
0000 1 010 I2 0000oo 000013B3 0000 I 0 003 IM
oUCC I OCDO0 I 00C00 C!022 INJPS 0000 1 000015 LA 0000 1 000016 LB 0000 1 000012 LC
COW, I 0 0 011 Ln 0000 I 0C0T17 LN 0000 I 000014 LP
CL! I l SUANOUTINE OATML(C,A,a.M,NK)
CC 2 C. AdSTRACT
I 3. b NL
4
AL MATRIX MULTIPLICATION ROUTINE VITH TRANSPCSE OPTIONS
q'0,l * C AHERE. M IS THE NUC*ER OF RQSA OF A )
C * C N 15 THE NLCIER OF o05S OF (IB
CC r, IS THE NU:1,ER OF COLUMNS OF (6) OR 'B)T
CCUl 7/ C TRANSPOSE OPTIONS tE' CONTROLLED 6Y THE SIGNS CF M AND N.
CQ Oi b C ThE FOLLOAING PROuUCTS MAY bE OLITAINLO
3Cl 1 Y* C IC)=lA) () M AND N POSITIVE
CCIL.1 10. C .... (C)=A( IT I .. M h~N ATIVE FOR (AiT. - -. ..... -
IOC l I 11. C (CI=fAI(lT T N NEGATIVE FOR (B)T
C1l. 12- C. (CI=(A)IT( )T M AiiD N NEGATIVE
0O4'II 3. C r-:ERE T INDICATES TRANSPOS
CClul lt C IF M S1 NEGATIVE. M 15 ThN NUMBER OF RO,,S OF A T .......
CLU01 15. C IF N IS NEGATIVE. N IS THE 'UrBEK OF ROS OF (B)T
CCil 1I/ C* OOTPUT AGUMEHT ' C
IIL 3 i * OlmEN S10 N CII )
COi{13 1Y* C
QL 3 OI C* INPUT kRGUMENTS * A b.MNK
L.IG 2 Olt IENSION A(l),b( )
ill Oi 1 2/* C-- -- - -- -
00I05 24 oOLUbhL PRECISILN CR,C,A..
CC'L 2L 1 A B (
T(CoU7 h* I'=IAS (.
C00110 21. IN=IA35(N
Coli 2za IF(I .LT, )3 GO TO ... ...
1N 13 20. II='lI
C l .3U* 1A2 1
TABLE 5. (Continued)
C0015 31. GO TO 2
S0 116 J2* 1 IAl I
C7117 33- IA2=1N
DC120 j* 2 I (N .LT. 0)iO TO 3
0 122 3. 181=1
COc13 J6b .. .1 2=IN
12' 37* GO TO 4
001 3,* 3 Il=K
C0 1 6 39* 182=1
CC127 04' 1 00 7 Lr=I1M
00132 41. LC=LM
Cr -3 "2* i . = .
CL iJ0 '* O0 6 LP=1,K
CC1o 7 '4 CC = 0.000
C C'. I C LA=1A3
001G q1 q6. L=!1c3
C 512 4~* 00 5 LN=l IlN
C C'i5 'I CU = CD + A LA. .*dL ) - -
C -6 4Y- LA=LA+I A I
CC '7 LCL. S -LE + 1 1
k0 1 C * ILCI = CD
C0C22 b2 LC = LC + IM
CC. 3 53. 6 1i'3=i 3+ I 2
0.i2l bC, 7 IA3=IA3+A2
C001i 2, TURN
CC 1 0 56Fb* LIND









0DOC 033560 04C000 055012
5TAkTilG ADvRESS C33540
ORLS DLCIOAL 13681 IBANK 6667 DBANK
SEGMEN MAIN 001C00 033560 040000 055012
%S.ICL/FOR 1 001C000 C021
N BLK/0hS FC5 5 I 001022 C01110 0 040000 040001
XFbES/F5SFC57 I 001111 co1303 2 0N0002 0c0053
ALo,$/FR5l 1 001304 001421 2 C40054 040114
C(bl 6V/SC020; I 001 22 001710 0 040115 040153
2 BLANKSCOMMON
CL RK/0C'C2C . 1__ 001.711 001740 -- C--- r 040154 040167-
2 BLANKhCOmON
CL~oLki 2C 1 001741 003003 0 -- C0 17L 040276
2 SLANKSCOMMON
1NHRDS/FO I 003004 003063 2 0'0277 040310
IVEF$/NSFCS5 1 003064 C03320 2 040311 040331
N. i h /FO 7 . I 003321 003620 ........ 2 _ 040332 040367
CYMLCOV/5C42C 1 003621 C003646 0 C040370 040376
2 aLANK$C0 Mm0N
CACC6Y/5C20 1 003647 003670 0 040377 040407
2 BLANK$COMMON
C ICDv/5C"DZC 1 003671 C 3716 0 C0401I 040416
2 L AK$ OMMON
CC.CAT/SFC 1 003717 004C70 0 04C417 090440
5ETINT/SCC20 I 004071 C04123 0 040441 040446
2 nLANK$COMMON
ChGLLV/SC"020 I 004124 0C4206 0 040447 0'40463
2 6LANK$COMiON
CNr.LN/5C042- . 1 004207 00C
6 1
4 - 0. 0346 4 0'I0535
2 6LANK$COMMON
CLINRV/SC400 I 004615 004170 0 C40536 040651
3 GGG 2 OLANK5COMMUN
CYSCLV/50Cq20 I 0U05471 005673 .0 40o52 04070(
3 GGG 2 eLA-,0 CU'-M0N
CASCLV/ C402 - - I_ 006674 00.6076 .... 0 ... 04J701 040727
3 GGG 2 BLANKiCUMIMON
CERNLV/SC4020 1 .006077 O0r2jj 0 04073U 007942
NO
00 TABLE 5. (Continued)
0
C 4,RLN/SC020 , I 006264 006363 0 C40743 040760
2 6L ANK C TM11ON
CSETCV/SC0023 1 006364 2064C2 0 00761 040771
2 UL ANKCOMMON




C.AAXI/SC4C20 1 0065034 06707 0 341007 041042
2 8L 41I $C OiMMUN
VCiAn t/5C020 1 006710 007153 0 01043 041062
RITE2V/SC o'O 1I 007154 007424 0 041063 C41111
- i. TK/!SC' 22 1 03790 0074b5 0. 011112 041471 ...
2 LA., K $COM:MON
C AM/5C0SC20 1 007466 3-7735 0 0-1472 041566
3 (buG 2 L A'. K 3'lMO N
CCARA/50C432 1 007706 007757 0 091357 041570
3 GGG 2 )L ANK $CUMOMON
T PlLI V/S U20 1 . -- 0-- C 1571 0 2111 -...-...
NlB Vi/FO il 1. 007760 013113 2 30 2112 042151
;T V /F 1 01011 010136
0CLJf,/ , FC ?7 I 10131 0103U5 2 092152 042177
S.:iK / /FChi 1 010306 0104 4 0 0422n3 042201
,' /,L 4lf L Jv I 013475 010532
:-UD 4 /F J 1I 010533 bl5 6
- - 0j /I 75 2 012202 U44103
N, /F 7 1 010567 011321 2 044494 044473
IIvi N 1 /: FC - 1 011022 0112S3 2 044474 044515
CFLoT / C4 J20 1 011254 0 11436 O 0S4516 044554
3 6G 2 L A K 5 C O , 0
CLI;.E /SC'42.2 I 011937 12022 .. . O 0C1 5 044633...
2 RLA ' iUt0 U N
71.1 /-, , 1 01023 012141 0 341034 0 464
3 GG 2 6LAii4kKCOU IMO
ASCLV/5C0 2L 1 012142 0122,7 0 044645 344655
3 GGG 2 BL AiKi OM 0N




0 04 45o 01731.
3 GG 2 bL A;,KSC UAMON
C"HNi/CCU2C I U1263 012616 . 0 2 1732 014750
2 S3L "'i 3 1 UF,
CPNTV/5C4020 1 012617 013210 0 0 ~751 1J5005
3 GGG 2 6LA, KSCOMIMON
CGRUIV/sc4jz. I . ... .. 13211 014115 ... 0.. 243qi 6 4315121
3 GGG 2 BLA:KiCUMMON
COXoY/5sc3lu2 1 014116 014710 0 045122 0420o
2 qL K SCU;IMON
C -I1TV/SC6 422J I 014711 031012 0 045207 045222
3 GGG 2 BLA.,KICOMON
CMAH5N/SC450 2 1 015013 39071 .. 0 -. 045223 0 526
2 0LAWKSCO.MUN
CNibL (IK/5C4020 I 015072 015141 0 9245 045300
2 eL A,:< 3 MO1N
B OV0/r SFC 1 015142 315222 . . 0 0 31 045311
2 tL ,,K - JAMiSON
T ACE ..... 1 015 3 0153 6 .. . 0 3Cq 31l 145311
2 04t370 i145402
SPCF r ll/mSFC 0 0 4103 U15'5
TABLE 5. (Concluded)
CrO0C)/MISFC 1 015347 015645 0 C04557 095630
dOXLTi/CSC -- 0 I 15646 014500 0 04S5631 095647
CIDENT/SC'I02U I 016501 017653 0 045650 046033
3 GGG 2 BL ANK CO MON
hO11N3/!SFCi5 1 017654 020204 2 04603 046U4'4
INJOu T $ /SFC I - 020205 021166 2 " 046095 09460/6
NFr Ts /1C ?  1 021167 022079 2 946u 7 7  046115
N !uER /;SFCL 1 02201- 022254 2 0'6116 016290
NFC HK - / F : Cb I 1 022255 023073 2 -346291 046915
9 069416 046967
NTAiS/MSFC' b 2 046970 046556
SL /-.d s / ( -3- I 02307 4 6 3 046 --0 2 -- -- 09i6557 0467170 ..
5 :. l$/FO;R b 1 024641 '302 703 2 046711 J47002
NLxS5/F Uk 7 I 021701 1247 4 2 94700 3 047012
,.'- (CO-,0ON iLOCK) 047013 04714o
C I KL/SC' 20 I 02i4765 025902 0 0 47 147 047231
3 GGG 2 BLANK$CUMMON
/ 12 ............. I 02 3 C026645 -- .. 0 -- 47- 97 232 0 5102
S ; :ITR/'SFC55 51 026646 0277 5 2 05103U 0 1614
~ :t5 s/i.: 2 1 027756 03'009 - 2 0b5161 051794
N u ;uJ /FO 1 1 030041 03 10
/ , :;s F C S
1Q-.hS/FoI U5  030101 030 J93 2 051745 OS2121
-:Ca;O ; 1;0iM O N (C ifiOl4O0 8LOC .
iL I 03U0 36 030633 0 052122 052174
2 LA -S 0 MI ON
IN'qT 1 030634 031245 0 05217 0523/6
2 dLAiK$LUiiMON
0 031296 031230
-:IT 1 . 031251 031652 ........- 0 ._52377 052 2525-
2 BLA+KSCOMMUN
.. I 031653 033537 .0 S 2 26 Oib4665
2 BLANKCOMMO
MAIN 1 U33540 033550 0 351666 05Ul12
2 9LANKICMMON0
IYS -RLIUU. LEVEL MS7-w




DIMENSION Z(3 15) ,TO(15)
5 TRANSFER TO SUBROUTIN -START READ RE 5,NA M) -- REGRES _
Z,YO,LN,N.IP
DIM NE N S I ONED VA R I A B LE S
SYMBOL STORAGES SYMBOL STORAGES SYMBOL STORAGES SYMBOL STORAGES SYMBOL STORAGES
ADARY 22 PMAX 15 FLDX 12 FLDY 12 X 15
Z 3,15 ZBAR 3,3 ZZBAR 2,5 SMALLZ IDIN SNALZI IDIN
SMALZt IDIM SHAT 12 ,12 YO 15 SVHAT 12,1 YC 15
BZ 15 RESID 15 8 3,3 A 2,3
Figure 4. Operation of the computer program (cross product).
SUBROUTINE REGRE (Z I 0 ,LN IN I. P
TRANSFER TO SUBROUTINE
I=RI C ARAE TERIO I = - DA TA (ADART II) ,I ,3)16HONE,6HCOPY 6HFLO /-- IDENT
-AR -NN 110, I 9 ,ADART/
-WDS=DEKARI TE (6 10000) N I REPEA TO 1 REPEAT TO 15
XRLG . 7. F: ID I TE NNN-. FOR FOR
'"".. NJ i6s IIP NI. 1/ /* ".. ..."/
REPEAT TO 16 REPEAT TO 6 REPEA T TO \
LLZI l .0 FOR FOR DAT(IsJ) 0.0 FOR-CZ BI t(I.... / / "+ . .. P IZB1+1 ..,,oI/ I
REPEA T TO 8 a REIET TO 9
FSVAT (IIO .o FOR SAT =ZO BAR OJl ZA(I ,J):O.O FOR
i *S * P = ,+ .. ,LN/ "1 R = . / "1 S =O. " -- . I "/' 1, l.. .
1':'" .... / I ' 'I :° '° / / ":° '  I "---- /I! l , N 1P
eitsoT ,oS~ ,, \ \ \REPE, ,o ,o I' -2-I l
R 9PEAT O REPEAT T- ~1 P AT T =0 .0 
Z6R 
P I R [ T O 
I
-ES V NA I 1igure04FORY I(Contiued V)
,,:,,,I)~., ..... ~ I, ,I ,s~ /,,,. ... ./ /':"" .... ./
iREG=0.0 (C n R0n
L I PEA TC 9 \ t EPEA; R0 100\
FOR O 1
REPEATf TO 150 . REPEAT TO 150\ REPEAT TO 130
FOR K-z K 1l FOR ~ - SFOR Z6RIJ=ZA(,)ZIL
1.J=KK L=I I+I J/Li i~ I LN
00 Figure 4. (Continued)w
SUBROUTINE REGRESIZ IO,LNN , P)
00
ZZBAR(IJI=ZZBARIIJ)/LN REPEAT TO 200 REPEA TO 200-- REPEAT TO 17
NSEC T (N:1D l27)/ 28 1,.+1.. 1 tls. s K * .LN
TRANSFER TO SUBROUTINE RETTEAT TO 20
SIALLZ( R)= Z ( ,)*llJ-ZBlAR I 1) R SECTISECT+NSEC FOR
SI UNITISEC T SMALLZ INWD SIERR I .... RN
REPEAT TO H30 REPEAT TO 225
K=KK+FOR FOR SALLZ K:Z I ,K) Z (J K) - ZZB --
J KK KK+ ... .N/ / K=I , +1 ... .LN
TRANSFER TO SUBROUTINE REPEAT TO 250 NFACT=NFACT*I
IORDWR ISECT=ISECT+SECT FOR NFACT2=1
S,IUNITIISECT,SNALLZNW ,IERR NFACT=I SE ; +... N N2=N-2
REPEAT TO 275 NFACT2=NFACTe2I
N2.El. Ne, FOR NCOL=N*IP+ (NFACT/(2*NFACT2)) I:R
: o2, ... iN ISECT=I
NSECI T= (NHWDS+27) /28
TREPEA TO J810 U TRANSFER TO SUBROUTINE RE A RLp ATATO 305
LtUNITSECSSIMA ,N RFr4.4,L (Cotined ICOL= COL+
Figure 4. (Continued)
SUBROUTINE REGRES I Z ,TOLNNIJP)




E C T I N S
E
C T  
ISECT=ISECT+NSECT +FOR TBAR=BAR/LNR
|RO =IROW I I SECT l " I, / ,:,,,... LNK ... N,/ICOL
TRANSFER TO SUBROUTINE EREPEAT TO 330
IORDWFR FOR SVHATIKI)=3VHAT(Kl) +SMALZI ( ) TTO(l)-IR)
2,IUNITIS ECT 7,MALZ/NWDS tERR t=1st*2,...LN
50 REPEATCOREPEAT TO
DSVHAT(K ) SVHAT(K1 ) ETISEC T+NSECT IFOR .oR.
1Zsl ~ N DIClll L j 1,1+1 :..NC 0 )
575
"12=12+1 TRANSFER TO SUBROUTI TRANSFER TO SUBROUT I
DsN(I2)SHAT(I ,J) NR=NCOLSL INVRT 
DAT UL E
121=12-1 "RTOAHM= - DSN,NR .DETER DBDSN,O SVATNR,N R-
400
REPE T oO 400oo\ REPEAIT. TO 400 12= l2+1 \ REPEAT TO 410
IFOR FOR B(1,J)=o08 (It , 1) 121=12 - FOR N
I ' ,--(.
1" =,1+1 ..., "'= ,14 ,1t .. .N K" =Rl °,..REPET TO 10 REPEt TO 2 REPEAT TO 42)--fA0 , ) =D (12 1) OR jzl OR
REPEIT TO1: 1: E AEI TO 421
BHA T=BHA T B A II J) * dA ) 1 11 OI FORT To
00 Figure 4. (Continued)
SUBROUTINE REGRES(ZTO,LN,N,,IP)
4251
SI REPEAT TO 450 REPEAT TO70 450
BAT=BHA T-A ( IJ) ZZBAR (1 IJ) RITE WRITE 6 l T FOR FOR
REPEAT TO 450 REPEAT 75 REPEAT TO 75
FOR BZ(I)=BZ(I)+B(J,K)iZ(J,I)#*K FOR KK FORK21 1+1O..... . '" .... ' ' / 1 .... N
REPEAT TO 475 REPEAT TO 500
KK=KK+I .FOR BZ(I)=BZ(I)+A(JL)*Z(JI)*Z(L I) FORL=KKKK+,...,N /1 + ...LN
TCI))=BHAT+BZ(I) REPEAT TO 501




SU/SUNL+PAX'(L) REPEAT TO 505
PERAVYG (SUM/LN)*100. L FOR . ANAX-PHAX(L) ERCO U00.
AMA X PA X(1) L FO2,21, LN
REPEAT TO 507i REPEAT TO 510
FOR . -L R 
R AB S
f
RE S I D





$REG=5REG.(YCII)-TBAR)*2 sRES=SRES+RESID(I)**2 6R (LN'KHA~R I T' RITE101A,/ . I I 0F ___ AT T______  _(LN-_ _T-I_) I--_ CONTINUE REET TORO
LEl . IaI ,I *u .NL A
646
WRI TE (6,100 1) ((B(I ,l),l=l Ip),= 1, YN) WRI TE (6 10 0 l ,F R. •,N
EP.AT TO 30\ $3 .
REPEXL,RT T,40,FLDX,FLT,LN,X, ,XL,XR ,T0 4 ,FLCONTINUE REPELO ,LN, ,
FiLureL-IKL 4. (ContinUILued)




T TRANSFER TO SUBROUTINE
WRITE WR I TE(6BI10033. PERNA XPERAVG CONTINUE ENDJOB Stop
GENERAL FORTRAN I/O PACKAGE EXEC VIII ,APRIL,1970
READ/WRITE MAG TAPE OR DRUM IN FORTRAN OR NON-FORTRAN FORMAT.
DIMENSIONED VARIABLES
SYMBOL STORAGES' SYMBOL STORAGES SYMBOL STORAGES SYMBOL STORAGES SYMBOL STORAGES




DATA (IFLD I ) lIl=1 129) /IH1 SHEIH3 IH4 I 5. H6, 1H ,H8 H9 2H10 2H11! 1 12 2H13 2
M4 ,2HIS 12H 16 ,2HI IH18 2H1 9 2H20 2H21 2H22 2H23 2H24 2H25 2H2 Z27,2H28 2029
ST ART 




IOP MODEa- I READFTNFOR.AT.=2 ,READNON-FTN. KO O10 KNTD(2) IBLANK0DUMYCHECKSUMERRORW 
ORD.
KNTWD (3)=KNTWD f)
0 TO 00GOTO1(6,6,7,25), .OPdlOP=4,NOACTION,RETURN.
NO
LOP= 5 RI TEEND-OF-FILE. O OP.GT.1 RETURNaJOP=2,3,NOACTION,RETURN.
NO
LOP=__6, REWINDIUNIT. GO T 0 ICODE.EQ.1 1OP=4 =4,SEQUENTIALWRITE.
NO
ICODE.E.2 LOP=2d=2,SEQUENTIALREAD. ,IPACKT 16)1 =IADDRSaBEGINNINGDRUM-SECTORADDR
s .
CONTINUE
IPACKT 1)=IFLD (ldUNIT UNI NFIELD-DATA.
.IPACK T ()=0
00Figure 4. (Continued )
SUBROUTINE RDWT
0 COMPUTEO 0 TO
IF THE VALUE TRANSFER 20
OF LOP TO
IS STATENENT ICW D(I)=III*LOC (KNTWID ())aF1RSTCONTROLACCESSWORD.
1 20 IC_ I2)=NWDSI1+LOC(ARRAY)IdECONDCONTROLACCESSWORD. 
2 21 ICD (3)=2*I1 .LOC (KN TiD (2)1ITHIRDCONTROLACCESSWORD.





TRANSFER TO SUOROdTIN E
.IPACKTI)=NWDSII* LOC(ARRAl) NMHBRANDLOCOFDATAIWORDS. IOWR LOP.E.6
F. PACKTO
LOP. EQ GOTO (25 T81 OI lTWO=I IRE TURN 1=2 REWYI NDI UN 1T. IERR:;IPACKT4)112dERRORSTATUSISIPOR1 N.
'O TO 4O TO
24aNOR 26TER
YES YES R
IERR.E.O IERR.GE.3 IERR=2dEND-OF-FILEOREND-OF-TAPE. NW=KNTWD (1)/ ItdNWFR OF TNCONTROLOR. -
0O TO
26
L lDE.E .I IERR=1 U WRIT
RITE (6,1010)1 IPACKTI 1-=1 6 STOP
Figure 4. (Continued)
D IM E N S I ON ED VA R I A B L E S
SYMBOL STORAGES SYMBOL STORAGES SYMBOL STORAGES SYMBOL STORAGES SYMBOL STORAGES
,IPIV lOIN INDEX IDIM,2
Figure 4. (Continued)
SUBROUTINE INVRT (A ,NM DETER)
REPEAT TO 20\ fI \EP I 0:0
STR PRMTERIDIN=30F O0N£ERDIN:O I GN: .ODD J i1. I(... ~ I K=l I ,.! , .
60 TO 110 TO
76 Is
REPEAT TO 6 REPEAT TO 75I
A X .D DFOR IPIVMII) FOR IV(J- NDI MA1 N
, = ,+,l ... N I J: ,I ...N
00 TO o o
so 250ei
AFigure 4. (Continued)




AX ABSA(NIND =J$N1 CONT INDUE P.V, IR-
I IN AtN+I AtlDE)AMACONTINUE C TR-C SIGN=-S
AlND ABS(IACNDE ) ANX=( IND )
60 TO 0CO T
1,5 90Is
EPEOT To I IND= L-I) R I1 C INDEX(II 
AIR
FOR .. D =lL-l, rN+lC -fIN. =HAI4 DEX(K,2=IC -- (
A A "= A I NO)~ ""x "ND IND z (IC- 1 1 N+I
A 11ND) =A(I NE) A MA X= (I ND)
10 to
Is,
REISO 10REPEAT TOISI 0
= \ 0DD X Al IND=(L-I)*N+IC A--$ IIND)=(IND)IANAXI \ FOITI L-IC
L. Lt... eN L=1 +I R...,N 0 T
Figure 4. (Continued) II.
SUBROUTINE INVRT(AN,N,DETER)
IND= (IC-1)*N+L REPEAT TO 180 IND= (I1)*N+L
AMAX:A(IND) FOR IND2z(I-1) N+IC CONTINUE CONTINUE CONTINUE
A(IND)=0.000 11 ,11 .,NN A (IND)AIND)-A(IND2)AMND) INDAX
235
0 210





D I M E N S I ON ED VA R I A B L E S
STMBOL STORAGES STMBOL STORAGES SYMBOL STORAGES SYMBOL STORAGES SYMBOL STORAGES
C I A B 1
SUBROUTINE DNATHL(C,AB,MNK)
60 TO 00 TO1 I3
IA3=1 1 13
=TARTIA B(M) .LT.0 IA M 60 TO 2 IAI1 ICONTINUE N.LT.0 IBi =1
'Al=- ' ON TI NU
IN=IABS(N)
REPEAT TO 7 REPEAT TO 6 CD=/ D
60 O 1 IBI=K _O LC=LM FOR LEI
" =OT 0 L" FOR LP 'IL=FOR __ =.DLA=IA3
LM '..., IM 1LP=1, 1+1. ... L,. 13
R
REPEAT TO 5 LB=LB+I81 '
FOR CD=CD+ (LA) *B :B) 1
-Nf C(LC) D IB3:IB3=3+IB2 IA3=IA3+IA2
L _*,F.uN / LALAIAI LC(LCo N U
Figure 4. (Concluded)
From equation (38) the following set of input data (Table 6) was developed,
containing exact dependent variable values (to three decimal places) for arbitrary values of
the three independent variables. In as far as was possible the problem selected in Appendix
A was duplicated for comparison purposes.
TABLE 6. INPUT DATA, DEPENDENT VARIABLE VALUES
Data Point Number Y X 1  X2  X3
1 6.759 0.5 0.4 0.4
2 8.251 0.6 0.3 0.2
3 4.256 0.2 0.6 0.6
4 4.892 0.2 0.6 0.5
5 13.165 0.9 0.0 0.5
6 9.669 0.7 0.0 0.6
7 6.070 0.3 0.9 0.7
8 12.588 0.9 0.3 0.6
9 5.749 0.5 0.6 0.7
10 8.561 0.3 0.8 0.2
11 11.333 0.2 0.9 0.0
12 10.589 0.8 0.5 0.6
13 16.117 0.9 0.8 0.3
14 3.525 0.1 0.4 0.7
15 2.333 0.0 0.5 0.8
The input for this sample program was read in through namelist NAMI as follows:
Col. 2
$NAMI
Z = 0.5, 0.4, ..., 0.8,




The computed results are shown in Table 7 for this example problem and the
plotted results are shown in Figure 5.
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TABLE 7. OUTPUT DATA LISTING FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PROBLEM (CASE WITH CROSS PRODUCTS)
,. 3 P= 3 L - 15
UHAT- .900033772+01
STANDOAKD DLVIATION. .945126711-05 MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT- *0000000001 F RATIO- .335245672,12
3 COEFFICIENhT
".60UU40036+01 *699976509+01 .50002796o001 ------ 00052Z20+01.. .. a*100033142.0 --1
.699985909-01 -*600018770*-01 699929118+01 . -599932355+01




.67?900000-01 -.--. -. 676899339+01 *6. 6161 157-0S05 - - --- -




.9669COL00301 *966900027*01 -. 238416579-06
.606999999+01 .6C700C053+01 -. 53644103-06
* 126~93Q1002 *12588000+02 -. 715255737-06
.57 0001+01 .67990CO67+01 - *656561093-06
















NOTE: THE INPUT DATA (+) AND THE COMPUTED RESULTS (*)
FALL AT THE SAME POINT FOR EACH CASE.
2-
I I I I I I I I
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
POINT INTERVALS
Figure 5. Comparison of input and computed values for illustrative
problem with cross products.
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The plot graphs the point intervals on the X axis against the exact and computed
dependent variables. The exact dependent variables are plotted with (+) and the points
are not connected by line segments. The computed dependent variables are plotted with
(*) and the points are connected by straight line segments.
Inspection of the digital and plotted results reveals that the computed regression
relation yields an almost exact representation of the input data for this arbitrary case.
However, experience with several sets of physical data have generally yielded poorer
results evidently due to the larger matricies being manipulated and due to unknowns as
to whether true linear cross coupling exists in the physical process.
98
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